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ABSTRACT

In surveys of sensitive subjects non-response may be dependent on the variable of interest, 

both at the unit and item levels. In some clinical and epidemiological studies, units are 

selected for entry on the basis of the outcome variable of interest. Both of these scenarios 

pose problems for statistical analysis, and standard techniques may be invalid or inefficient, 

except in some special cases.

A new approach to the analysis of surveys of sensitive topics is developed, central to 

which is at least one variable which represents the enthusiasm to participate. This variable 

is included along with demographic variables in the calculation of a response propensity 

score. The score is derived as the fitted probabilities of item non-response to the question 

of interest. The distribution of the score for the unit non-responders is assumed equal to 

that of item non-responders. Response is assumed independent of the variable of interest, 

conditional on the score. Weights based on the score can be used to derive unbiased es

timates of the distribution of the variable of interest. The bootstrap is recommended for 

confidence interval construction. The technique is applied to data from the National Survey 

of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyles. A simplification of the technique is developed that does 

not use the bootstrap, and which enables users to analyse the data without knowledge of 

the factors affecting non-response, and using standard statistical software.

To analyse the time from an initiating event to illness, a prospective study may be 

regarded as the optimal design. However, additional data from those already with the 

illness and still alive may also be available. A standard technique would be to ignore the 

additional data, and left-truncate the times to illness at study entry. We develop a full 

likelihood approach, and a weighted pseudolikelihood approach, and compare these with 

the standard truncated data approach. The techniques are used to fit simple models of 

time to illness based on data from a study of time to AIDS from HIV seroconversion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 D escrip tion  o f th e  G eneral P rob lem

In many studies the units available for analysis are not a random sample of the population of 

interest, either overall or within identifiable subsets. In some studies this is an undesirable 

consequence of non-response or drop-out, in others it is a deliberate feature of the selection 

mechanism employed for the study. There is a natural distinction between these two sce

narios, and hence we describe each in more detail in the following subsections. In general, 

standard techniques of analysis for the distribution of the variables of interest will lead to 

bias or a loss of efficiency in these situations, though there are some exceptions. This thesis 

is concerned with techniques of analysis which reduce such bias and/or increase efficiency. 

The focus is on the development of new techniques in the context of survey non-response, 

and the analysis of time to illness in certain cohort studies.

1.1.1 N on-response in Surveys and Ignorability

In survey analysis there may be several types of bias. Firstly there may be bias due to 

the limitations of the sampling frame, e.g. those without telephones are excluded from a 

sampling frame based on a telephone directory. A related bias arises if whilst some units are 

included in the sampling frame, their lifestyle determines that they would never actually 

be invited to participate even if many attempts are made to approach them, e.g. shift 

workers might never be approached in a survey based on calling at residential addresses



during the weekday evenings. An important potential source of bias, particularly in surveys 

of sensitive issues is misreporting. This may arise through respondent memory error, or 

through an unwillingness to report certain behaviours or experiences. Such an unwillingness 

might be expected particularly with respect to behaviours or experiences which are socially 

unacceptable and/or illegal in that country. The source of bias that will be primarily 

addressed in this thesis is that from non-response, considered to be refusals, and tacit 

refusals, such as breaking pre-arranged appointments with the interviewer.

In surveys, non-response may occur at the unit or item level. By unit non-response we 

mean that no interview takes plane with the sampled unit. By item non-response we mean 

that whilst the interview is partially completed, no response is obtained for the question 

of interest. Unit response rates in surveys are rarely close to 100%, and item non-response 

results in yet more missing data. Non-response may be ignorable or non-ignorable. At the 

unit level, ignorability means that non-response is independent of the variable of interest, 

at least within classes defined by information available for all units. At the item level, 

ignorability means that non-response is independent of the variable of interest, at least 

within classes defined by information available for all unit responders. Since the variable 

of interest is unobserved for both item and unit non-responders (NRs), it is not possible 

to test the degree to which non-response is ignorable, except where extra information is 

available (e.g. from interviewing a random sample of the initial NRs). Hence techniques of 

estimation may only proceed under assumptions about non-response, and the issue of the 

sensitivity of estimates to these assumptions is naturally of central interest.

It is commonly assumed that both unit and item non-response are ignorable. Under 

this assumption, techniques of imputation (‘filling-in’ missing values with data observed for 

other units) and weighting provide simple unbiased estimation of population parameters 

(see section 1.2.1). These techniques are often used where ignorability is thought to be 

roughly true, i.e. where the degree of non-ignorability is considered small. However the use 

of these techniques fails to remove bias where non-response is non-ignorable i.e. dependent
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on the unobserved answer even within classes defined by information available for all units. 

Furthermore the bias present may be as large or larger than the bias in an analysis based 

only on item responders, and the standard errors of estimates may be greater.

In this thesis we address the issue of missing data where unit and item non-response 

are thought to be non-ignorable. In surveys, non-ignorable unit and item non-response is 

likely whenever the topic of interest is sensitive. Our work is motivated by the need to 

estimate behavioural prevalences on the basis of the National Survey of Sexual Attitudes 

and Lifestyles (NATSSAL). Details of this survey are given in Johnson et al. (1994) and 

Wadsworth et al. (1993).

1.1.2 R esponse-based Selection and Analysis of Tim e to Illness

In many fields of research, and notably in epidemiology, studies are designed in which units 

are selected with probability dependent on the value of the variable of interest. A commonly 

used example is the epidemiological case-control study, in which ‘cases’ are selected with 

a certain probability, and ‘controls’ with another. Other examples include the case-cohort, 

prevalent cohort, and various two phase sampling designs. Such designs have been developed 

because they offer greater efficiency than alternative designs. For example, when a condition 

is rare, then a study to examine differences between those who acquire the condition and 

those who do not may only be practical if cases are more likely to be sampled than controls.

For some studies where selection is dependent on the outcome variable, e.g. the case- 

control study, techniques of analysis have been developed which ignore the selection mech

anism. This however is not possible with all such study designs. Techniques of analysis for 

all of the established designs are well developed, see section 1.2.2.

Consider an illness-death model in which there is an initial state e.g. HIV seroconversion 

or birth, an illness state e.g. AIDS or diabetes, and death. Units may experience death 

with or without prior illness. See Figure 1.1 for clarification. The hazards of illness and of 

death without illness can be considered to be ‘competing risks’ (Kalbfleisch and Lawless,
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1980). A model such as the proportional hazards model may be specified for the hazard of 

illness, and a semi-parametric version is available (Cox, 1972).

To examine the effect of factors on the illness process, a prevalent cohort study may be 

designed. In such a study a sample of those still in the initial state is recruited. Selection 

then is dependent on the time to illness, the variable of interest. Often units that have died 

are not recruited because it is uncertain how many such units there are, or data may not 

be reliably recorded for such units, or because interest is in the effect of a covariate which 

was not recorded in the past. For example if interest centres on the effect of a genotype on 

time to illness, then unless appropriate samples have been taken and stored from those who 

have since died, then only those alive can be recruited to the study.

Where interest centres on both time to illness and time from illness to death, then a 

natural study design consists of recruiting patients who are alive. Such a design could 

be termed an augmented prevalent cohort (APC) design, since it consists of a prevalent 

cohort design augmented by units who are ill but alive. Typically time to illness would 

be analysed using only data from those units who are not yet ill, i.e. from the prevalent 

cohort that is ‘nested’ within an APC study. The units that are ill at entry, which could 

be termed ‘retrospective’ cases, would be used in the analysis of time from illness to death. 

Chapter 4 of this thesis will consider whether there may be a benefit to the researcher 

from additionally including these retrospective cases in the analysis of time to illness, or 

equivalently whether the APC design may be preferable to the prevalent cohort analysis 

even when interest is primarily or exclusively in the time to illness. Recruitment to an APC 

study, as to a prevalent cohort study, is clearly related to the time to illness, the outcome 

of interest, and could be described as ‘selection by virtue of survival’ (Hoem, 1985).
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Illness

Initial Event Death

Figure 1.1 The illness death model
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Whilst in theory there must be a gain to the researcher from the recruitment of additional 

units, the issue of whether there is a practical benefit relates to the development of suitable 

analytical techniques. In this thesis alternative methods of analysis of an APC study are 

developed and compared. These techniques require information concerning time to death 

(with and without illness).

1.2 P revious W ork

There is some published work that explicitly brings together the fields of non-ignorable 

non-response and selection dependent on the outcome variable. This work includes that 

of Lawless et al (1999), and some work in the field of two-phase sampling designs, which 

are described in section 1.2.2. However other previous work has developed techniques for 

application to only one of the two scenarios. Hence we describe the work in the two areas 

separately, with an emphasis on those topics most relevant to the methodology developed 

in later chapters. In the field of non-response we briefly describe previous work related to 

ignorable non-response in surveys, to non-ignorable non-response in categorical outcome 

variables, and to some alternative approaches. In the field of selection dependent on the 

outcome variable we consider primarily work relating to the case-control study and various 

cohort studies, and to the use of pseudolikelihood techniques.

Overviews of techniques for dealing with missing data are provided by Little and Rubin

(1987) and more recently by Schafer (1997). Apart from work in the areas of missing data 

mentioned previously, some authors have focused on non-ignorable missing data in repeated 

measures studies either due to drop-out (Diggle and Kenward, 1994, Little, 1995) or more 

general patterns of missingness (Conaway, 1994, Baker, 1995). Heitjan (1993) introduces 

the concept of coarse data, where data is not exactly observed, e.g. censored, or grouped. 

Sometimes the coarsening can be ignored in analysis and sometimes not, as with missing 

data.
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Previous work in the analysis of studies where selection is based on the outcome variable 

has in general focused on particular study designs. The description of previous work here 

focuses on those study designs commonly applied in epidemiology, economics, and the social 

sciences.

1.2.1 Previous W ork in the Field of Non-response

Reviews of the methods to adjust for ignorable non-response are provided by Chapman 

(1976), Kalton (1983), Kalton and Kasprzyk (1986), Little and Rubin (1987), and Little

(1988). Weighting and imputation are the two most commonly used methods. Often weight

ing is used to account for unit non-response, and imputation for item non-response, though 

either method can be used for non-response at either level. Techniques of imputation are 

described by Rubin (1987). When weighting is used to adjust for unit non-response, gen

erally weighting classes are defined and then a weight for each class is calculated in some 

way.

There are several methods by which to define the weighting classes. In general, whilst 

classes are defined in terms of factors known to be associated with response, informally 

factors may be chosen from amongst those which are also associated with the variables of 

interest. In many surveys classes are based solely on data from that survey, a technique 

known as sample weighting. Such classes would be defined in terms of variables recorded for 

all units. The class weight would be simply the inverse of the observed unit response rate. 

A second approach would be to define classes in terms of information known for the target 

population (e.g. census data), a technique known as population weighting or informally 

as ‘post-stratification’ (Holt and Smith, 1979). In population weighting, the variables used 

to define the weighting classes may include some recorded for item responders only. The 

aim of this technique is to standardise or calibrate the estimates from the survey to the 

target population, and so the class weights would be the population proportions. The class 

weights from population weighting are typically treated as fixed, since they are based on
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large sample data.

In some cases the number of variables selected for possible use in defining weighting 

classes is small, e.g. in population weighting where the number of variables recorded in 

both the census and the survey itself is limited. In that case classes may simply be defined 

as all cells defined by the values of the variables, categorised if necessary. However often this 

approach would lead to many classes, which in turn would lead to inefficiency due to small 

numbers of item responders in some cells. Possible approaches to forming a small number 

of classes from many variables include the use of so-called ‘automatic interaction detection’ 

software where response is considered to be the outcome variable (Goksel et al., 1991), 

categorising on the basis of a response propensity score (Little, 1986, Czajka et al., 1992) and 

the formation of classes based solely on those variables found important in a regression model 

of non-response. See Bloch and Segal (1989) for a comparison of these techniques applied in 

a different context. Other possibilities are based around examining the association of factors 

with the variable of interest, rather than non-response (Little, 1986). Where there are two 

categorical variables available for weighting class definition, an alternative technique known 

as raking may be used (Deville et al., 1993). Under this technique the weighted marginal 

distribution of the item responders will match the distribution in the whole sample or that 

observed in the census, without ensuring matching on the joint distribution of the two 

variables. Whilst the number of weighting classes is large, being the number of cells in the 

cross-classification, under this technique the variability in the class weights is controlled.

A method of implementing weighting adjustment which will feature heavily in chapter 

two is the use of a response propensity model. This is a modification of a technique originally 

developed for the analysis of observational studies (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983, 1984). 

Under this approach a model of response such as a logistic regression model is fitted, and 

the fitted probabilities are considered to be response propensity scores. The possibility of 

inverting the fitted probabilities of response from this model to calculate weights has been 

discussed by Little (1986, 1988) and Cassel et al. (1983). Czajka et al. (1992) apply this
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method to some income and tax data. Iannacchione et al. (1991) also propose a method 

based on fitting a response model, and inverting the fitting probabilities to form weights. 

The fitting of the model is however constrained so that the weighted sum of the explanatory 

variables across the responders is equal to the unweighted sum across both responders and 

non-responders. This approach can be regarded as an extension of ‘raking’. However most 

authors have suggested that the scores be used to form weighting classes. The key advantage 

of formulating classes rather than applying the inverse score directly would be considered to 

be a reduction in the variance of the estimator, since the inverse scores may sometimes be 

very large. A second advantage may be considered to be that the method puts less reliance 

on specifying a correct form for the response model. These arguments are described by 

Little (1986), and Czajka et al. (1992) apply this approach. Goksel et al. (1991) also apply 

a weighting class approach, but the classes are formed directly from a categorical response 

propensity model, fitted by automatic interaction detection software. In many surveys, those 

variables available for all units are very limited, and hence the propensity score technique 

would more naturally be applied to item non-response than unit non-response.

Previous authors have suggested that in some surveys, in order for item response to 

be considered independent of the variables of interest within classes defined in terms of 

information available for all units, then this information must include measures of ‘survey 

hostility’ in addition to other variables. Goksel et al. (1991) analyse data from a two-phase 

survey, using the number of address moves, the number of visits to the address before the 

interview occurred, and whether the interviewee supplied their phone number or not as 

measures of ‘survey hostility’ in their formation of weighting classes. These variables are 

typically unavailable for unit NRs, so obviously this approach could not be used directly to 

adjust for unit non-response.

A related approach is based on an assumption that missing units have the same distribu

tion of the variable(s) of interest as those item responders of low availability. Bartholomew 

(1961) proposes, for example, that only two attempts be made to interview units, and that
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the distributions of the variables of interest in the missing units then be assumed to be the 

same as that observed amongst item responders for whom two attempts were needed to 

secure an interview. Politz and Simmons (1949) propose a related approach based on only 

one attempt to secure an interview, in which unit responders are asked to state how many 

of the previous six evenings they had been at home, and therefore available for interview. 

Estimation can then clearly proceed by weighting up the item responders of low availability. 

This work was designed to address ‘not at home’ bias, rather than the effect of refusal, and 

to limit the number of times attempts are made to secure an interview. However these 

methods could be adapted to deal with non-response. On such adaptation to deal with 

non-ignorable non-response, for example, might be to assume tha t unit and/or item NRs 

have the same distribution of the variables of interest as those item responders who initially 

asked the interviewer to come back on another day, so that they could think about whether 

to participate or not.

In the absence of additional information (e.g. brief interviews with a random subset of 

initial unit and item NRs) it cannot be determined whether non-response is ignorable or 

non-ignorable. Several possible methods of analysis to deal with potentially non-ignorable 

unit and item non-response in surveys have been proposed. In general, these methods 

include approaches to assessing the sensitivity of estimates to the assumptions which are 

made about non-responders. Perhaps the most obvious method proposed in the literature 

is that of formulating twin log-linear models of response (unit and item) and of the variable 

of interest. Baker and Laird (1988), Chambers and Welsh (1993), Park and Brown (1994), 

and Ibrahim and Lipsitz (1996) describe variations on this approach, with useful practical 

advice. Baker and Laird (1988) focus on a categorical outcome variable and categorical 

explanatory variables, and suggest the use of the E-M algorithm for model fitting and of 

a profile likelihood for confidence interval construction. Park and Brown (1994) suggest a 

Bayesian modification where informative priors are used to avoid the boundary solutions 

that frequently arise from the approach of Baker and Laird. Chambers and Welsh (1993) ad
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dress the more general situation where, whilst all variables are categorical, several outcome 

variables may be considered simultaneously, and explanatory variables are not necessarily 

observed for all units. They suggest the use of a Newton-Raphson algorithm to fit the 

models. Ibrahim and Lipsitz (1996) focus on the case of a binary response variable. The 

E-M algorithm is suggested for model fitting, with an extension to estimate the observed 

information matrix. However model fitting under these techniques is a slow process. For a 

description of fitting such log-linear models to our example dataset, following the approach 

of Baker and Laird, see section 3.4. A sensitivity analysis based on these techniques would 

consist of examining the range of estimates derived from those twin models which give an 

adequate fit to the data from the responders.

Alternative formulations of the problem are presented by Fay (1986) and Little (1993). 

Fay develops what are called ‘causal models’, which can generally be represented pictorially, 

which may include non-ignorable models. Little (1993), and later Little and Wang (1996), 

develop ‘pattern-mixture’ models, where twin models are specified of response level, and 

of the variable of interest conditional on response level. By response level we refer to the 

missing data pattern, which in the survey context could naturally mean item responder, 

item NR and unit NR. Whilst it might in general be considered more natural to represent 

response as depending on explanatory variables and the variable of interest, the ‘pattern 

mixture’ modelling approach allows a wide range of possible models to be fitted, and also 

makes the assumptions required more transparent. A Bayesian approach to deal with non- 

ignorable non-response in a categorical outcome variable has been developed by Paulino 

and Pereira (1995).

Forster and Smith (1998) and Copas and Li (1997) have developed techniques of speci

fying models for the data in which the strength of non-ignorability is represented by one or 

more parameters. Forster and Smith (1998) address the issue of non-response to categor

ical variables, and propose a model in which a group of parameters determine the extent 

of non-ignorability. They express a plausible distribution of the extent of non-ignorability
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through prior distributions and assumptions about the parameters. For the case of item 

non-response to a continuous variable, Copas and Li (1997) propose a model in which a 

single parameter determines the degree of non-ignorability. They suggest exploring the ef

fect on estimates as this parameter varies over what might be considered to be a plausible 

symmetric range, centred on the case of zero non-ignorability (i.e. ignorable non-response). 

They also suggest that in a ‘well-designed and well-executed survey’ that the degree of non- 

ignorability would not be large. However, as is pointed out by Raab (1997) in the discussion 

of this paper, in fact when a survey is properly carried out, and the response rate very high, 

then the strength of the dependence of response on the variable of interest may be very 

high, since the only non-responders will be the ‘die-hard’ refusers. Such refusers may be 

very different to the rest of the population.

1.2.2 Previous W ork in the Field o f Response-based Selection

Some of the earliest work in this field relates to the analysis of the case-control study. The 

explicit use of logistic disease incidence models in the analysis of case-control studies was 

developed by Farewell (1979) and Prentice and Pyke (1979), after earlier work by Ander

son (1972). This study design has become so commonly used in part because prospective 

models can be applied, and estimation proceeds in a relatively straightforward manner. Is

sues arising from stratification of the case-control study are addressed by Scott and Wild 

(1991, 1997). Weinberg and Wacholder (1993) demonstrate that prospective models more 

general than the logistic can be used to analyse case-control data, ignoring the selection 

process. The class of models that can be applied in this way to case-control studies is 

termed multiplicative-intercept risk models.

The case-control design is equivalent to choice based sampling in economics and the social 

sciences. Hausman and Wise (1981) describe analysis of a choice based sampling study of 

income, where income is grouped and then units sampled at different rates according to 

their group membership. Hsieh et al. (1985) and Manski and McFadden (1981) consider
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how one may estimate prospective probabilities from case-control or choice based sampling 

data when one has auxiliary data, or one is prepared to make structural assumptions.

The prevalent cohort study can be analysed using prospective regression models such 

as the proportional hazards model (Cox, 1972). This is indeed very natural when using 

hazard based methods since units are simply truncated at their point of entry and then 

supply wholly prospective information relating to the hazard function from that time point 

onwards. Both fully and semi-parametric approaches are available for proportional hazards 

models as with standard prospective cohort designs. The methods of analysis are clearly 

presented by Wang et al. (1993), and details are also given in chapter 4, where such models 

are applied to simulation and example data.

For the class of designs tha t could be described as sampled cohort designs which typically 

consist of sampling all cases and a proportion of the controls, e.g. nested case-control, partial 

likelihood techniques based on the proportional hazards model can be applied. Prentice and 

Breslow (1978) demonstrate this for the nested case-control study, and Borgan et al. (1995) 

and Langholz and Goldstein (1996) develop a general approach for sampled cohort designs.

A pseudolikelihood is essentially an estimate of the full likelihood for a finite popula

tion. Typically nuisance parameters are replaced in the full likelihood by estimates, and 

then the reduced set of equations maximised. Gong and Samaniego (1981) present some 

theoretical work in the area of pseudolikelihood. Hu and Lawless (1997) present a range of 

possible approaches to forming pseudolikelihoods, as do Lawless et al. (1999) whose focus 

is on semiparametric regression. Pseudolikelihood based regression methods have been pro

posed for a variety of other outcome dependent selection scenarios and also for missing data 

problems including potentially non-ignorable non-response. For case-control studies, Wild 

(1991) and Scott and Wild (1997) present and compare full likelihood and pseudolikelihood 

techniques to apply prospective regression models. Scott and Wild (1997) develop an algo

rithm based on a pseudolikelihood but which leads finally to the maximum full likelihood 

estimates. Prentice (1986) and Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988) present pseudolikelihood
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based approaches to the analysis of time to illness from a case-cohort study. Samuelsen 

(1997) develops a pseudolikelihood based technique to analyse time to illness in a nested 

case-control study. In the context of complex survey data, Skinner (1989, 1996) presents 

pseudolikelihood based regression methods to deal with missing data that may arise through 

non-ignorable non-response.

Outcome dependent selection is also used in a variety of two-phase designs. At the first 

phase limited data is collected on the entire sample, and then in the second phase complete 

data is collected on a subset of the first phase units. The selection of second phase units 

may depend on any of the variables collected at the first phase, including in the case-control 

setting, that defining whether the unit is a case or control. Overviews of these designs and 

their analysis are given by Carroll et al. (1995), and also by Reilly and Pepe (1995). Such 

studies may consist of collecting cheaper error prone covariate measurements at phase one, 

or collecting a surrogate at phase one, and then the covariate of real interest at phase two. 

Alternatively studies arise from missing data at phase two. The pseudolikelihood is often 

recommended in the literature for such designs (Flanders and Greenland, 1991, Schill et al., 

1993). A related technique described as a mean score method is suggested by Reilly and 

Pepe (1995). Where full likelihood is recommended, its implementation is generally through 

an iterative procedure, such as the E-M algorithm (Wacholder and Weinberg, 1994), or 

techniques based on pseudolikelihood (Breslow and Holubkov, 1997).

In the work reported later relating to the analysis of the time to illness in augmented 

prevalent cohort studies the most relevant papers are Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988) and 

Samuelsen (1997), though they deal with different study designs. Their development of 

pseudolikelihood based techniques is relatively similar, and indeed the development pre

sented in chapter 4 can be regarded as an extension of these methods to a different study 

design. Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988) present a very clear description of their pseudolike

lihood approach and develop a variance estimator for their parametric pseudolikelihood. 

Samuelsen (1997) develops a variance estimator for his semiparametric pseudolikelihood
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approach which forms a basis for our own. A key distinction between the study types con

sidered by these authors (the case-cohort and the nested case-control) and the APC design 

is tha t in the APC design the recruitment probability of a unit conditional on the variable 

of interest needs to be estimated, but in the other designs it is known.

Keiding et al. (1989) analyse diabetes incidence from prevalent cohort da ta  together with 

a separate source of historical mortality data. This has some similarity with the analysis of 

an APC study in th a t both prospective and retrospective data  are analysed together. The 

focus of their research, however, was on presenting smoothed incidence rates, rather than 

on regression analysis of the time to illness, which forms the focus of this work.

APC studies have been used in many contexts where interest has focused on both the 

time to illness and the tim e to death. Where the times of the initiating event are known 

for the study units, then analysis of time to illness has proceeded solely on the basis of the 

prospective cases, using standard  prevalent cohort techniques (Wang et a l, 1993). The time 

of initiating event is unknown in some studies, for example in the UK MRC Collaborative 

Study in HIV Infection in Women, where the ideal initiating event would be HIV serocon

version, but this is unknown for most women. The authors therefore analysed time from 

study entry to AIDS (Study Group, 1998), using the prospective cases only. This study 

provided the initial motivation for the work reported in chapter 4, but the methods devel

oped there are primarily applicable to studies where the initial event is easily ascertained 

e.g. birth, or HIV seroconversion within a seroconverter cohort.
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Chapter 2

D ealing w ith  N on-ignorable N on-response  
using an ‘Enthusiasm  to  R espond’ Variable

2.1 In troduction

In surveys, non-ignorable unit and item non-response may be likely whenever the topic of 

interest is sensitive. Our work is motivated by the need to construct unbiased estimates 

of population parameters in analysis of data from the British National Survey of Sexual 

Attitudes and Lifestyles (NATSSAL). The level of virginity (defined as no heterosexual 

intercourse) will be our example variable of interest, and background information about the 

survey and reasons to suspect non-ignorable unit and item non-response axe provided in the 

next section.

To estimate population parameters from survey data where non-response is thought 

to be non-ignorable, previous authors have suggested a variety of techniques, see section 

1.2.1. These include fitting twin log-linear models of response and the variable of interest 

(Baker and Laird, 1988, Chambers and Welsh, 1993, Park and Brown, 1994, and Ibrahim 

and Lipsitz, 1996). This technique however has limitations which are discussed in section 

3.4, when we apply the method to our example data. Other authors have suggested that 

models should be formulated where the strength of non-ignorability is determined by one 

or more parameters, and then the estimates of interest be computed over a plausible range 

or distribution of these parameters. Forster and Smith (1998) address the problem of non

response in a categorical variable, and Copas and Li (1997) tha t of item non-response in a
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continuous variable.

Our approach is motivated by the desire to use as much of the information in a survey 

dataset as possible, under certain special assumptions. These assumptions centre on a 

response propensity score, and link the unit NRs to the item NRs. In our approach, all 

useful information can be used, even if only recorded for unit responders. However, at 

least one variable representing the enthusiasm to respond is required to make one of the 

assumptions reasonable. The approach can be thought of as weighting the item responders, 

and this leads to simple calculation of estimates.

In section 2.3 we outline the assumptions of the method and the form of the estimator. 

In section 2.4 we compare methods of confidence interval calculation. In section 2.5 we 

present results from the application of the method to our example problem, and in section

2.6 we examine sensitivity to our assumptions.

2.2 T he Survey D ata

NATSSAL was conducted in 1990-91, and full details of the sampling are published elsewhere 

(Wadsworth et al., 1993). See Johnson et al. (1994) for full questionnaires and extensive 

results. A total of 50010 addresses were issued, and 29807 were found potentially eligible, 

from which one person was selected and interviewed at 18876 (63%). At many of those 

addresses where no interview was completed, age and sexes were supplied, and one person 

selected, before refusal occurred. Unit non-response was found higher amongst the old and 

amongst men (see Johnson et al, 1994, for details). The analysis for this thesis is restricted 

to those 25505 units with recorded age and sex.

The interview combined face-to-face questioning and a self-completion booklet containing 

the more sensitive questions. A proportion were not offered the booklet based on responses 

to questions about past sexual behaviour in the face-to-face interview. All those who re

ported no sexual experience were not offered the booklet. In addition all those aged 16 or 17
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who reported only sexual experience with the opposite sex and no intercourse since 13, were 

not offered the booklet. In total 2.9% of the unit responders were not offered the booklet 

and of those offered, 3.8% refused the booklet. The answers to questions in the booklet 

can be deduced in almost all cases for those not offered it, due to their lack of experience. 

Item non-response for most questions of interest is less than 5%, for virginity (which is a 

question asked before booklet offer) it is only 0.9%.

Without additional data, it is impossible to test whether unit and item non-response 

in a survey axe ignorable or non-ignorable. However one approach which may provide 

a useful hypothesis about non-response is to compare subgroups of the item responders. 

These subgroups could be willing and reluctant item responders, defined in some way, 

under the assumption that any reported differences in the question of interest between the 

two subgroups may also reflect differences between item responders and NRs (unit and 

item). Of course, the possibility that any such differences between the two subgroups have 

arisen through misreporting by the unwilling cannot be discounted, and in this scenario the 

assumption is unreasonable. An investigation of this type was carried out for the NATSSAL; 

for details see Copas et al. (1997). Those embarrassed during the interview were compared 

to those not embarrassed (as recorded by the interviewer), and those who refused the self

completion booklet to those who accepted. After controlling for demographic variables, 

willingness to respond was still associated with sexual behaviour. Assuming that unit and 

item NRs have sexual behaviour closer to that reported by the booklet refusers and the 

embarrassed than to tha t reported by the other item responders, the findings indicate likely 

non-ignorable non-response. The main analyses of the survey were performed assuming 

ignorable unit and item non-response, but the possibility of non-ignorable non-response; 

related to one particular question has been considered (see Wadsworth et al., 1996).

Sampling of households in NATSSAL followed a two stage design, and from each house

hold one person was selected without replacement. For simplicity the data are analysed in 

this chapter as if the sampling method were simple random sampling. An extension of the
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method proposed in this chapter to complex sampling schemes is presented in section 3.3.

2.3 T he R esp on se-P rop en sity  M odel

For any given variable of interest, Y,  the NATSSAL units can be divided into three response 

categories: item responders, item NRs, and unit NRs. Equally the explanatory variables 

can be divided into those limited, Z, variables observed for all units and those, A , variables 

observed only for unit responders. We define Z classes to represent all combinations of the 

Z  variables (categorised as appropriate). Ignoring item non-response amongst X  variables, 

this pattern is displayed in Figure 2.1.

The broad aim of the model we propose is firstly to impute the Y  distribution of the item 

NRs using all available X  and Z  variables, including in particular X  variables thought to 

represent the enthusiasm to respond (unit and item). This is achieved by weighting based 

on a response propensity score, as discussed in Little (1986) and Little (1988). Secondly 

we propose that the unit NRs be assigned the same Y  distribution as item NRs, within Z  

classes.

2.3.1 The R ole and Calculation o f the Propensity Score

The assumptions tha t underlie the model we propose centre on a score variable, 5, repre

senting the propensity to respond (unit and item), a measure which is conditional on the Z  

and X  variables.

► Assumption 1 : Conditional on Z  variables and 5, unit and item response are independent 

of Y.

► Assumption 2: The S  distribution of the unit NRs is the same as that of the item NRs, 

within Z  classes.
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U nits Size Z V ariab les1 X V ariables2 Y

U nit n 0 
NRs

Item  n 10 
NRs

n n
Item
R esp
onders

MISSING DATA

1. age, sex, u rban/rura l
2. m arital status, occupational class, ethnicity, problems of 
understanding, embarrassment etc.

Figure 2.1 The response pattern for variables in NATSSAL
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Pattern-mixture models (see Little, 1993) provide a framework to consider these assump

tions. In the language of these models, Assumptions 1 and 2 are identifying restrictions. 

Assumption 2 provides a link between different response patterns, and Assumption 1 is a 

complete-case missing-variable restriction. Weighting based on a response propensity score 

and on assumptions similar to Assumption 1 is now a relatively common practice. For ap

plications of this method see Goksel et al. (1991) and Czajka et al. (1992), as described in 

section 1.2.1. In surveys of sensitive topics such as NATSSAL, Assumption 1 is only reason

able if S incorporates a measure of the enthusiasm to respond, in addition to demographic 

information. Previous authors have similarly included measures of ‘survey hostility’ in their 

adjustments for missing data (Goksel et al., 1991).

Suppose for unit responders that R  represents item response, R  = 0 denoting non

response, and R  =  1 response. We propose to calculate 5  for unit responders as the fitted 

probabilities of item response from a logistic regression model, regressing R  on those Z  and 

X  variables thought important. In our NATSSAL example the variables ultimately included 

in the model are age (continuous), household occupational class (categorised as skilled non- 

manual, unskilled, and unclassifiable), problems of understanding (yes/no), and interviewee 

embarrassment (very, somewhat, only slightly and not at all). Interactions with age were 

tested, and none found significant. Interestingly interviewee gender did not contribute 

significantly to the model, and since 90% of unit responders were interviewed by women, 

the interaction between interviewee and interviewer genders was not considered. The fitted 

odds ratios from the model are presented in Table 2.1. Embarrassment is the dominant 

term in this model. In model fitting, the reduction in deviance due to the embarrassment 

term was only increased by 4.5% on addition of the other terms.
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Facto r F it te d  O .R . 95% Conf. In terva l
Embarrassment Very 0.011 0.007 - 0.018

Somewhat 0.051 0.033 - 0.081
Only Slightly 0.340 0.204 - 0.566
Not at all 1 -

Age Increase of 1 yr 0.981 0.967 - 0.994
Problems of Understanding No 1 -

Yes 1.81 1.06 - 3.09
Household Occupational Class Skilled non-manual 1 -

Unskilled or manual 0.70 0.48 - 1.01
Unclassifiable* 0.62 0.36 - 1.06

Table 2.1 Logistic regression model of th e  odds of item  response

*This arises where no-one in the household has ever been in employment

Let T  represent unit response, T  — 0 denotes non-response and T  = 1 response. The 

three combinations of T  and R  that are logically present axe T  — 1 and R  =  1, T  =  1 and 

R  =  0, and T  — 0. Then symbolically, Assumption 1 states that

P r ( Y \ R , T , S , Z )  = P r{Y \S ,Z )  (2.1)

2.3.2 A djustm ent for Item  N on-R esponse

Consider 9 = P r ( Y  =  y) to be the parameter we wish to estimate within one Z  class. 

Consider first the adjustment required to account for item non-response. Under Assumption 

1, obvious possibilities would be weighting in classes defined by categorising S  (see Czajka 

et al., 1992), or some form of ‘hot-deck’ imputation (Rubin, 1987).

However, for our example, we propose to weight item responders by the inverse fitted 

probability of item response for that individual, taken from the model defining S, as dis

cussed in Little (1986), Little (1988) and Cassel et al. (1983). We do however calculate 

weights subject to marginal constraints, viewing the approach as distributing the observed 

number of item NRs across the levels of Y.  The key characteristic of this approach is that 

it uses Y  variable information from all item responders in the Z  class, whereas the alterna

tive methods use only information from the (potentially few) item responders with similar 

values of S  to the item NRs. This may be an advantage where (as in our example) item
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non-response is low and the number of Z  classes large so that there are very few item NRs 

in each class. This is particularly important when we deal with unit non-response in the 

next section, and indeed our approach will impute the Y  distribution of unit NRs in a Z  

class even when there are no item NRs. In our example the minimum fitted probability 

of item response across the item responders is 0.65. Where item non-response is higher, 

this strategy will assign to some item responders weights greater than any assigned under 

alternative methods. This is recognised as a potential disadvantage by Little (1986). A 

brief discussion of the advantages of weighting in classes is provided in section 1.2.1.

Suppose the explanatory variables (including all Z  variables) in the model defining S  

are all categorical, and all higher order interactions involving these variables are included 

in the model. In this case, our approach is equivalent to weighting by classes defined by 

the levels of S', within each Z  class. More generally, S may be continuous, though since the

number of item responders will be finite, it can be regarded as discrete with units taking

unique values. It is convenient to assume that the S  distribution among item and unit NRs 

can be adequately represented as a distribution over those values found amongst the item 

responders. Bearing this in mind our approach is based on the following summation over 

the levels, {s}, of S:

P r ( Y  =  y \T  = 1) =  P r (y  =  y\T = 1, S  = s)Pr{S  =  s |T  =  1) (2.2)
s

where

P t (S  =  s\T  =  1) (2.3)

=  P r ( S  = =  1 )Pr (R  =  1) +  P r (S  = s |iJ =  0)P r (R  -  0)

=  P r ( S  = s |f l =  1 )P r (R  = 1)[1 +  {P r(S  =  s|.R =  0 )P r (R  =  0 )}/

{ P r (S  =  =  l)P r ( iJ  =  1)}]

=  P r ( S  =  s\R = 1 )P r (R  = 1)[1 + {Pr(R  = 0|S = s ) / P r ( R  =  1|S =  s)}]
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Let n  represent the total number of units in the Z  class. Let no represent the number of 

unit NRs (T =  0), and n i the number of unit responders (T =  1), so that n =  no +  n\.  

Furthermore let nio represent the number of item NRs (T =  1, R  =  0), and n u  the number 

of item responders (T =  1, R  — 1), so that n i =  nio +  n n . Let n |x represent the number of 

item responders with S  =  s, and let n ^  denote the number of item responders with S  = s 

and Y  = y.

In using the value of 5  to estimate P r ( R  = OIS1 =  s ) /P r { R  = 1|5 =  s), the inflation 

factor to represent item non-response, the natural estimate is s~1 — 1. However we fix the 

marginal ratio P r ( R  =  0) / P r ( R  = 1) to be the observed ratio n io /n n , by introducing a 

scaling constraint a i, such that

^ 2  n i i a i (5_1 -  1) =  n io (2.4)
S

and we estimate P r ( R  = 0 |5  =  s ) /P r{R  = 11*S =  s) by a i ( s -1 — 1).

Under Assumption 1,

P r ( Y  = y \ T = l , S  = s ) =  P r ( Y  = y\R = l , S  = s).

Substituting direct estimates into (2.3) we estimate P r ( Y  = y \T  = 1) by

^ ( wn / ni i ) (n i i / n i)[1 +  ai ( s“1 -  1)] =  (1/ni) X ^ n ii[1 +  ai ( s_1 “  !)] (2-5)
s s

Denote the set of item responders by IR .  Then (2.5) can be seen as a weighted mean over the 

set /R , of the indicator variable I[Y = y], with the individual weight wu = 1 +  <2i(s~ 1 — 1), 

where s* is the value of S  for item responder i. From (2.4) it is clear that a i ( si~1 ~  1) =  

nio, and hence Y1i r w i* =  n i

Note that a i(s “ x — 1) can be thought of as the number of item NRs ‘represented’ by 

item responder i.

2.3.3 A djustm ent for U nit N on-R esponse

Removing the conditioning on T  from (2.2) we see that within one Z  class:
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0 = P r ( Y  = y ) = Y ] P r ( Y  = y\S = s )Pr{S  = s) (2.6)
5

where

Pr(S  = s) = P r (S  = s \ T = l ) P r ( T = l )  + Pr (S  = s \T  = Q)Pr(T = 0) (2.7)

=  P r (S  = s\R = 1 )P r((T , R) =  (1,1)) +  P r ( S  = s\R = 0)Pr((T,  R) = (1,0)) 

+ P r (S  =  s\T = 0)Pr(T  =  0).

Under Assumption 2, P r ( S  = s |T  =  0) =  P r(S  = s|i? =  0), and so it is clear how 

adjustment for unit non-response can be made. The weights assigned to the responders to 

account for item non-response need to be inflated to account for unit non-response also. So 

the overall weight to correct for item and unit non-response is:

w2i =  1 +  aiOh-1 “  !) +  a 2(sz-1 -  1) =  1 +  (ai +  a2)(s~1 -  1) (2.8)

where a2 is calculated such that

“  !) = no
I R

Hence

y ^ (a i  +  -  1) =  n 0 +  nio
IR

and

^  w2i = n  
IR

2.3.4 Presentation o f Estim ates

Suppose we index the Z  classes by {Zh : h = 1,2,...}, and wish to present an overall 

estimate of 9 = P r ( Y  = y) for the domain of interest (which we shall assume does not 

cross Z  class boundaries) defined by the set of Z  classes {Zh : h E Ho}. First the estimates 

are worked out within each Z^, h E H q. Then if nh represents the total number of units
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sampled from Zh, and if Oh represents the estimate of 0 in Z/i, then the overall estimate of 

9 for the domain is given by the following ratio of sums over h € Hq :

Y ^ n h ° h / J 2 n h
h h

2.4 V ariance and C onfidence Interval E stim ation

The bootstrap provides one potential method of variance and confidence interval calculation. 

With NATSSAL (see following section) we have taken all units with known Z  variables (age, 

sex, urbanicity), and sampled from these units with replacement. From the new sample 

the estimate of interest is calculated for the desired Z  class. One thousand samples are 

taken, and hence one thousand estimates calculated. The variance of these thousand can 

be calculated, and a confidence interval derived by excluding the highest and lowest 2.5% 

of cases.

In the case where S  is categorical, the delta method provides an alternative technique. 

We have carried out a small simulation study comparing the variance estimates from these 

two methods with ‘true’ figures, determined by a separate and larger simulation. We also 

compared the coverage of the confidence intervals. A single Z  class was taken in each 

case. S  was derived from a simple model for item response, containing just one four-level 

‘enthusiasm to respond’ variable, equivalent to the embarrassment variable of NATSSAL. 

The distributions of the four-level variable amongst item responders and amongst item and 

unit NRs were also chosen to reflect the range of embarrassment distributions found in 

NATSSAL among Z  classes. The response variable, Y,  is taken to be binary with value 0 

or 1, and the proportions of Y  = 1 by propensity class were chosen to reflect how virginity 

and embarrassment vary in NATSSAL.

Eight separate scenarios were considered, all possible combinations of low and high item 

non-response, low and high item NRs’ enthusiasm, and low and high proportion of Y  =  1. 

High item non-response rate was taken as 8% and low as 2%. Item responders’ enthusiasm
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was characterised as 75% level 1 (highest), 18% level 2, 5% level 3 and 2% level 4 (lowest). 

High item non-responders’ enthusiasm was taken as 40% level 1, 30% level 2, 20% level 3 

and 10% level 4, as compared to low enthusiasm, taken as 20%, 20%, 30%, 30% respectively. 

The low Y  rate was taken as 2% in the level 1 enthusiasm group, 3% in level 2, 6% in level 3, 

and 10% in level 4, as compared to the high rate taken as 15%, 25%, 30%, 30% respectively. 

The unit non-response rate was set at 25% for all simulations, and the initial sample size 

set at 1500.

Let (5 represent the vector of the simple probabilities from which 0 is constructed in (2.6) 

and (2.7), e.g. P r ( Y  = y \S  = s), and P r ( S  =  s\T = 0). The variance-covariance matrix of 

these probabilities, E, can be simply calculated, since they are independent of each other, 

except for the enthusiasm proportions within item responders and within unit and item NRs 

which are dependent on each other. Then if we write 9 =  /(/?) then the delta method leads 

to the expression for the variance of f ' (P)T 'Ef(P)  , where the prime denotes differentiation 

with respect to (5. This estimate was calculated using symbolic differentiation in S-PLUS, 

and through substitution of the MLEs for the components of j3. Symmetric confidence 

intervals were created using the variance estimate in the usual way based on an assumption 

of a Normal distribution for the estimator.

From each simulation a bootstrap variance estimate was created by sampling 500 times 

from the simulated proportions. A confidence interval was also created by removing the 

highest and lowest 2.5% of cases. We have defined confidence intervals from 500 samples 

to save computing time, and recommend taking at least 1000 for a single application of the 

methodology, as we have done with NATSSAL.
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For both methods, each simulation was based on an initial sample of 1500, and the 

mean of 1000 such simulations is displayed in Table 2.2, together with the ‘true’ variance, 

estimated from 10000 simulations. The coverage of the confidence intervals for the estimate 

of P r i Y  =  1) is also presented, based on the 1000 simulations, together with the mean 

lower and upper bounds. The ‘true’ 95% interval presented is simply the range from the

2.5 percentile to the 97.5 percentile of the 10000 simulations.

The bootstrap method is seen to estimate the variance of the estimator more accurately 

than the delta method in all cases. However the coverage of the bootstrap confidence 

interval is further removed from 95% than the delta interval in two of our eight scenarios. 

Nevertheless the bootstrap confidence intervals in every scenario mimic the distribution of 

the estimator better, in the sense that the cases where the true value is outside the interval 

are more evenly divided between below the interval and above. In four of the eight scenarios 

the number of cases where the true value lies above the delta confidence interval is more 

than ten times the number of cases where the true value lies below. This reflects the lack 

of symmetry of the distribution of the estimator. In certain scenarios where the numbers

of people from which the parameters of the model are to be estimated axe large, e.g. high

item non-response, low enthusiasm and high Y  rate, the delta method performs relatively 

well in variance estimation, and could be preferred for confidence interval construction also. 

However, given its drastically worse performance in some scenarios e.g. when item NRs’ 

enthusiasm is high and the Y  rate is low, we would in general recommend the use of the 

bootstrap. As mentioned previously we expect that the bootstrap confidence interval would 

perform somewhat better if based on more samples.

2.5 E stim ates for th e  N A TSSA L D ata

For data from the NATSSAL, Table 2.3 shows the unadjusted and new adjusted estimates 

of the proportion of virgins in each of eight age/sex domains. The unadjusted estimate
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Age Sex Unadjusted % 
virgins

Bootstrap 95% 
confidence interval

Adjusted % 
virgins

Bootstrap 95% 
confidence interval

16-24 Male 18.2 16.2 - 20.2 20.4 17.6 - 23.1
25-34 3.14 2.42 - 3.89 4.09 2.93 - 5.44
35-44 3.15 2.40 - 3.94 4.15 2.79 - 5.93
45-59 2.49 1.79 - 3.22 4.22 2.31 - 6.38
16-24 Female 16.3 14.6 - 18.0 18.2 15.9 - 20.7
25-34 2.07 1.58 - 2.54 2.73 1.94 - 3.62
35-44 1.36 0.92 - 1.80 1.63 1.01 - 2.35
45-59 2.49 1.95 - 3.10 2.86 2.05 - 3.77

Table 2.3 E stim ated  p roportion  of virgins, ignoring non-response and under the 
model

of the proportion of virgins is an average of the observed proportions amongst the urban 

and the rural respondents, weighted by the proportions of units sampled from the domain 

that are urban and rural. The adjusted estimates are higher in all age and sex groups, 

since increased virginity is associated with lower propensity scores. In six of the age/sex 

categories the adjusted estimates are above the upper limit of the unadjusted confidence 

interval. This demonstrates that adjustment has a substantial impact. The confidence 

intervals are appreciably wider for the adjusted estimates relative to the unadjusted, which 

is to be expected. The confidence intervals are calculated from 1000 bootstrap samples.

2.6 S en sitiv ity

Since the assumptions of the model are untestable, the question of how sensitive the adjusted 

estimators are to departures from these assumptions is of great importance. Of particular 

interest is how sensitive estimators are to deviations from Assumptions 1 and 2.

Assumption 1 asserts ignorability given S  and Z.  However one might reasonably suppose 

that within each Z  class the probabilities of virginity given propensity score amongst item 

responders, and those amongst item and unit NRs differ. The relationship between the two 

may be conveniently represented for any given distribution of S  by

logit(pr(Y =  1|T =  0 U R = 0)) =  logit(pr(Y = 1 =  1)) -f k

The transform can be applied to all Z  classes, holding k constant. Since all the item and
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unit NRs may be virgins or all not, the data provide no indication as to the value of k. 

Note that k =  0 represents Assumption 1.

Assumption 2 asserts that the distribution of S  in the unit NRs is the same as that in 

the item NRs. In the notation of section 2.3.3,

Pr{S  = s\R =  0) =  P r (S  = a\T = 0).

One might suppose that unit NRs have lower/higher propensity scores than item NRs and 

so want to give extra/less weight to item responders of lower propensity when accounting 

for unit non-response. Then we can consider estimating P r ( S  = s |T  =  0) by pcs, where pcs 

satisfies the relationship:

odds(S < s |T  =  0)/odds{S  < s\R =  0) =  c

for 0 < s < 1. Note that c =  1 represents Assumption 2.

Using NATSSAL data from women aged 16-24 and women aged 25-34, we calculate the 

estimates of virginity obtained from the proposed method under a set of pairs of k and 

c, and present them in Table 2.4. The parameters k and c can be seen to  determine the 

strength of non-ignorability. The range -0.4 to -1-0.4 was chosen as plausible for k, if 3% 

and 18% virginity are taken to correspond to typical values for those aged over 25 and those 

aged 16-24. The value k=-0A transforms 3% and 18% to 2.0% and 12.8% respectively, and 

k=+0A  to 4.4% and 24.7%. The range 0.5 to 2 was chosen as plausible for c. The value 

c=0.5 corresponds to 14% of unit NRs having S below the 25th percentile of the item NRs, 

and 40% above the 75th percentile, and c=2 conversely to 40% below the 25th percentile 

and 14% above the 75th percentile.

The estimates based on the assumptions used in our example in Table 2.3, corresponding 

to k —0 and c= l, are found in the centre of Table 2.4. The ranges of estimates from our 

sensitivity analysis are 16.3 - 20.3% for women aged 16-24 and 2.26 - 3.34% for women aged 

25-34. For women aged 16-24 this range just includes the unadjusted estimate, 16.3%, but 

for women aged 25-34 this range does not include the unadjusted estimate, 2.07%.
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k c Women aged 16-24, % Women aged 25-34, %
-0.4 0.5 16.3 2.26
-0.4 1 16.7 2.38
-0.4 2 17.0 2.45
0 0.5 17.7 2.55
0 1 18.2 2.73
0 2 18.5 2.82
0.4 0.5 19.3 2.96
0.4 1 20.0 3.21
0.4 2 20.3 3.34

Table 2.4 E stim ated  p roportion  of virgins in two age/sex  groups under different 
assum ptions

2.7 E xten sion s and L im itations

In the analysis of the NATSSAL, note that the method can be extended to any sexual behav

iour variable, including those with many levels such as number of lifetime partners. However 

applying the same distribution of S  to the item NRs and the unit NRs is somewhat less 

satisfactory when considering those sexual behaviour variables asked in the self-completion 

booklet. Almost all the answers to questions in the booklet can be deduced for those 

not offered the booklet on the basis of answers to earlier questions. Hence the item NRs 

will have been offered the booklet, and so will not be sexually completely inexperienced. 

Since the unit NRs may well include such people, they may be expected to have a different 

distribution of S.

Equally in the analysis of two or more variables, it would be unsatisfactory to apply 

the distributions of S  derived for each set of item NRs to the unit NRs. For consistency 

the unit NRs should have the same distributions of S when analysing different variables. 

For example, one possible approach would be to define S  on the basis of item non-response 

to a single key question, or non-response to any or all of a group of key questions. The 

difficulties in using weighting methods with complex patterns of non-response are discussed 

by Little (1988). Further work is needed here into techniques of generating a distribution 

of S  for the unit NRs tha t could be applied across all questions, and into how these can be 

applied in practice.
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Typically only limited Z  variables are known for the unit NRs in a survey, and the method 

can only be directly applied to estimate parameters within Z  classes. Furthermore it may 

arise, as in the NATSSAL, that this limited information is only known for. a.proportion of 

the unit NRs, and the analysis excludes those for whom it was not available i.e. implicitly it 

is assumed that those for whom the information was not available are similar to the others 

with regard to the variables of interest.

2.8 D iscussion  and Final R ecom m endations

In the analysis of survey data, the method of estimation we propose seems to have promise, 

although suitable enthusiasm variable(s) are required. Furthermore, the method enables the 

simple calculation, with the bootstrap, of confidence intervals. The bootstrap, however, is 

a computer intensive approach, and this along with other complexities of the method have 

led to the development of a simplification in section 3.2. The extension of the method to 

the analysis of complex surveys and to regression analysis is developed in section 3.3, using 

a pseudolikelihood based approach.

The assumptions that underlie our proposed method are untestable, and in practical sit

uations there will be a need to consider the range of estimates obtained through a sensitivity 

analysis. The two parameters proposed for the sensitivity analysis are readily interpretable, 

however the selection of plausible ranges for them is entirely subjective. Even where suitable 

enthusiasm variables are available, the estimates and intervals obtained from the approaches 

of Park and Brown (1994), and Forster and Smith (1998) over a range of models may also 

be of interest. Estimates from the approach of Baker and Laird (1988) will be of interest in 

some scenarios, but in others the approach may be considered a priori inappropriate. For 

further discussion of this point see section 3.4.

The inclusion of enthusiasm variables could be a useful tool in future surveys, and may 

lead to great gains at no extra cost to the surveyor. Further work is needed into the extension
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of the method to several questions. Where item non-response is high, large weights can be 

generated through low predicted probability of item response in our response propensity 

model. This may be considered inappropriate and can lead to high variance of estimates. 

Further work is needed to determine the best method to deal with non-response in this 

scenario. The possibilities of weighting in categories derived from the propensity score 

or perhaps ‘truncating’ the weights generated by our approach need to be examined and 

compared.
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Chapter 3

Further D evelopm ents in D ealing w ith  
N on-ignorable N on-response

3.1 In troduction

In chapter two a method to estimate population parameters, adjusting for possible non- 

ignorable non-response (NINR), is proposed. Also described is an approach to the analysis 

of sensitivity to the assumptions required. However there are limitations to the application 

of the approach due to its complexity and the type of analysis considered. A simplification 

may be desirable for situations where an analysis requiring programming skills, adequate 

computing time, and extensive knowledge of the survey is impractical. Furthermore the 

method needs to be extended to allow for sampling schemes more complex than simple 

random sampling (SRS), and also to incorporate regression analysis. Such a simplification 

and an extension of the approach form the second and third sections of this chapter.

The method of chapter two also needs to be compared with the alternative, more general, 

approach of Baker and Laird (1988), described briefly in section 1.2.2. In the fourth section 

of this chapter the method of Baker and Laird is described in detail, and the application of 

the methods to the example UK sexual behaviour survey forms the focus of a comparison.
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3.2 A  Sim plified M eth od  to  D eal w ith  N on-ignorable N on

response

3.2.1 Introduction

The response propensity method proposed in chapter two requires a full understanding of 

the survey and factors affecting non-response, and also considerable computing time and 

programming skills. This arises from the need to fit a model of item non-response for each 

variable of interest and the need to use bootstrap interval estimation. Whilst this may not 

be considered a problem for the analysis when the number of variables of interest is small, 

often surveys address many issues and the range of analyses required is broad. Therefore the 

analysis of a survey is often performed by several researchers of differing statistical expertise. 

Furthermore if a survey dataset is later placed in a data archive, then other researchers with 

no specialist knowledge of the survey may obtain the data and wish to perform analyses. 

For these reasons it is desirable to develop methods which adjust for NINR but which also 

allow both the rapid and simple calculation of estimates and confidence intervals, and for 

analysis to be performed without a thorough understanding of the pattern of non-response. 

In the analysis of many surveys, where ignorable non-response is assumed, ‘multi-purpose 

datasets’ are created. These consist of data for the unit responders only, together with a 

single weight variable. Such datasets can be easily supplied to those who wish to analyse 

the data, and also placed into data archives. The simplification here will focus on how to 

produce, and subsequently use, such datasets when NINR is suspected.

This simplified response propensity approach is conceptually similar to the full approach, 

and is based on an assumption of ignorable non-response conditional on a response propen

sity score, and that the distribution of the score among unit NRs is linked to that of item 

NRs. In this score, a central role is again played by at least one variable that represents 

the enthusiasm to respond. The aim is to produce estimates and confidence intervals as 

close as possible to the full method. In this section, for ease of presentation, the data are
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analysed as if the sampling scheme is SRS. In the third section of this chapter the approach 

is extended to complex sampling schemes.

3 .2 .2  T h e  S im p lif ie d  R e s p o n s e  P r o p e n s i ty  S c o re

The simplification centres on the nature of the propensity score. For the simplified method, 

in place of the continuous response propensity score proposed under the full approach of 

chapter two, a discrete score will be used. Weighting based on the score will be used as 

under the full approach, but since the score is discrete, weighting will be applied through 

weighting cells or classes, defined by the levels of the score and key demographic variables. 

Common weighting classes can be used in all analyses, and this removes the need to fit 

a complex model of item response for each variable of interest. The selection of classes, 

and the class membership of all units would be regarded as fixed in advance, so tha t any 

variability in the estimates due to class selection or membership would be ignored. Following 

the approach of chapter two, under this simplified method to deal with NINR the unit NRs 

could be assigned the same weighting class distribution as the item NRs to one key question. 

Alternatively, as discussed in section 2.7, where there is more than one variable of interest 

one might want to use item non-response information on some or all of these variables.

There are several different approaches to formulating weighting classes (equivalently the 

propensity score). The approaches to the formation of classes on the basis of the variation 

in unit non-response rates described in section 1.2.1 may be applied here, though the classes 

would be based rather on item non-response. Whilst some research has been directed to 

the selection of classes, no precise theory is available (Little and Rubin, 1987). Following 

the previous chapter, we denote variables collected for all survey units as Z  variables, and 

those recorded only for unit responders as X  variables. Classes may be based on X  and/or 

Z  variables, but the variable(s) representing the enthusiasm to participate must be included 

as part of the basis of weighting classes, since non-response will be assumed ignorable given 

class membership. To follow the full approach of chapter two as closely as possible, classes
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may be defined by fitting a model (e.g. logistic regression model) of item non-response. 

Weighting classes could be defined to be the quantiles of the predicted probabilities of 

response among the item responders. It may be convenient to categorise, any continuous 

variables before their inclusion in the model. The classes would be defined as subsets of the 

domains of interest. Weighting classes may in practice be defined by the domain of interest 

and a small number of additional variables that predict item non-response, including the 

enthusiasm variable(s). See subsection 3.2.6, where the simplified approach is applied to an 

example dataset, for clarification of how the domains of interest and weighting classes are 

derived in practice.

The selection of classes, in particular the number of classes, would however be restricted 

by the need to have enough item responders in each class to estimate the distribution of any 

variable of interest within each weighting class. In another context, other authors suggest 

that five classes within each domain of interest may suffice (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1984).

3.2.3 Estim ation through W eighting Classes

Let K  denote weighting class membership (equivalently the discrete propensity score), and 

index the set of weighting classes by {fc : A: =  1,2,...}. Let D  denote domain membership, 

and index the set of domains of interest by {d : d =  1,2,...}. In practice {&} may be 

chosen so that the classes do not cross domain boundaries, and form mutually exhaustive 

subsets of the domains. Domains of interest would most naturally be defined in terms of 

Z  variables alone. For example, {d} may be defined as all cross-classifications of the Z  

variables (categorised if necessary), e.g. sex and age groups, and hence equivalent to the 

‘Z classes’ described in chapter two. Denote the variable of interest as Y.  Consider first 

estimation within one domain of interest.

Consider 9y — PrfK  =  y) to be the parameter we wish to estimate. Define also 9yk — 

p r(y  =  y \K  — k ), then
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=  (3 -1)
k

where wk =  Pr(A" =  k). An estimator of 9y can be formed from estimates of 9yk and wk 

following the form of (3.1). Following the notation of chapter two, define n  as the number 

of units sampled from the domain, n i as the number of unit responders, n 0 as the number 

of unit NRs, nio as the number of item NRs, and n n  as the number if item responders. 

Define further n \  as the number of unit responders of class k, n ^  as the number of item 

responders of class k , n i0 as the number of item NRs of class fc, n ^  as the number of item 

responders of class k and Y  = y, and n \$  as the number of item NRs of class k and Y  = y.

Under the assumption of ignorability, then 9yk can then be estimated without bias from 

the observed proportion amongst the item responders of class /c, i.e.

ky
ft - M  °Vk -  „ A:

n l l

However the {wk} must also be estimated in some way. The definition of the {k} is deter

mined in part by the enthusiasm variable which is not recorded for unit NRs. Hence the 

{it/*,} can only be estimated under an assumption about the distribution of K  amongst the 

unit NRs. Following (2.7)

wk = Pr(AT =  k\R = 1) P r((T ,R ) — (1,1)) (3.2)

+  Pr (K  =  k\R = 0) Pr((T, R) = (1 ,0)) +  P r ( #  =  k\T = 0) Pr(T  =  0).

Provided the set of domains, {d}, is defined in terms of Z  variables then the MLEs of the 

terms of the form Pr((T ,R ) =  (l,v )) and P r (T  = 0) are simply the observed proportions 

within the units sampled from the domain, i.e.

K ((T,fl) =  (l,tO) = ^ ,t>  = 0 ,l 

Pr(T = 0) = —
Ti

Under the assumption that the distribution of K  among the unit NRs is the same as that
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among the item NRs (Assumption 2 of chapter 2) then:

Pr (K  = k\T  =  0) =  Pr (K  = k\R  0).

The MLE of the term on the right is the observed proportion

— n k
Pr (K  = k\R = 0) = - ^ -  

nio

and furthermore

P i (K  = k\R  =  1) =  —  
n ii

hence, substituting sample proportions for the probabilities in (3.2)

— n n  , / n io +  n0 nf0
wk — T (-------------- - ) •n n  nio

Alternatively where there is more than one variable of interest then P r (K = k\T  =  0) may 

be estimated by considering the distribution of K  amongst the item NRs to a variety of key 

questions. As discussed in section 2.7, one possibility might be to equate the distribution 

of K  among the unit NRs to that observed among the item NRs to a single key question, 

or that among the item NRs to one or all of a group of key questions.

The set {uifc} can be seen as a set of weights defined at the class level, whilst weighting 

is typically applied at the individual survey unit level. It is important to note that whilst 

{wk} is not variable of interest specific, the corresponding individual weights would need to 

be in order to generate the estimates (3.1) because of differential item non-response.

Let the subscript k j  indicate the j th unit of weighting class k. Define Ikj(g) to be an 

indicator function taking value 1 when the statement g is true for unit kj,  and 0 when false. 

Then denoting the variable-specific individual weights by {uifcy}, (3.1) can be adapted to 

show that the estimator takes the form

~ ~ E E = y ^ Y  (3-3)
E E A  vkY  k 3=1
k

*kwhere wky  = W k /n ^  (in which case the first term in (3.3) is simply 1) or some constant 

multiple of this, and the summations are over the item responders only. The sum of the
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weights over the item responders within domains of interest must be scaled so tha t estimates 

across domains can be simply computed. One possibility then is to ensure tha t the sum of 

the weights across the item responders in each domain equals the number of units sampled 

from each domain. Under this approach the weights can be considered to be the number 

of sampled units represented by the item responder. Hence the expression in (3.3) can be 

seen as an estimate of the proportion of units for which Y  = y  among all those sampled.

Often under the standard weighting strategy for ignorable non-response the individual 

weights assigned are not variable specific and are based only on unit non-response. The 

effect of item non-response is ignored so item NRs contribute nothing to estimation, and 

the weights for item responders are unaffected by item non-response. However this is usually 

performed because item non-response is assumed to be approximately independent of Z, 

X , and Y .  Then it may be assumed tha t the resulting bias is negligible, particularly where 

item non-response is very low. For the simplified analysis to deal with NINR, however, 

variable specific weighting should be performed for analysis. Since item non-response is not 

thought independent of Z  and X , and the weights may well be highly variable under our 

approach, it may have a large effect.

3.2.4 C onstruction and U se o f M ulti-purpose D atasets

To analyse the data from surveys, assuming ignorable non-response, ‘multi-purpose datasets’ 

are often constructed. These consist of the unit responders’ data together with a single set 

of individual weights. Equipped with such a dataset, users can analyse the data without 

understanding how the weights were derived. Furthermore the weighting approach leads 

to quick analyses, for which appropriate functions are available within standard statistical 

software. This will be of particular benefit where it is desired to involve several statisticians 

in the performance of many ‘routine’ analyses. Another possible application arises where 

a dataset is to be archived and yet accessible to all, as are many datasets including that 

of the National Survey of Sexual A ttitudes and Lifestyles (NATSSAL) at the ESRC D ata
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Archive at the University of Essex.

The simplified method to adjust for suspected NINR which is proposed in this section 

may be applied using ‘multi-purpose datasets’ because it is a weighting based procedure. 

Furthermore ‘multi-purpose datasets’ created for the method retain all the benefits of these 

datasets when used for analysis when non-response is assumed ignorable. In particular, 

standard survey analysis software may be used to implement the method using only the 

multi-purpose dataset (see next subsection). One difference however is that variable specific 

weights must be used, which must be derived from the weights included in the dataset.

One possibility for the weight included in the multi-purpose dataset is simply {wk}. Users 

can then calculate {njj} and use these to calculate {u>fcy} for the variables of interest. 

Whilst this entails knowledge of the weighting classes, it requires no knowledge of the 

derivation of the classes or of {w*:}, and in any case an algorithm could be supplied with 

which the user could calculate {wky}  for each variable of interest.

3.2.5 Confidence Interval Construction

In chapter two the use of the bootstrap for confidence interval construction under the 

propensity to respond score approach is advocated. The delta method provides an alter

native method to calculate confidence intervals where the score is categorical, i.e. when 

weighting classes are used as in the simplified approach here. In section 2.4 the delta 

method was however found inferior, not least because resulting confidence intervals are 

symmetric, which on the basis of simulation results does not always reflect the distribution 

of the estimator. The delta method was also found to generate variance estimates that were 

appreciably larger than the ‘true’ figures in some of the scenarios. However the bootstrap is 

a computer intensive method, and the delta method estimate of the variance would require 

an additional program to be supplied to the user. By contrast, the standard weighting 

class based variance estimator of survey analysis software (e.g. the ‘svyprop’ function of 

STATA Release 5) is quickly computed and can be simply implemented by the end user of
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the multi-purpose dataset. Considering one domain, a basic variance estimator for 9y under 

SRS, based on treating {rDfc} as fixed, is given as

Vari(dy)  =  V a r [ Y ^ 9 ykwk\ (3 .4 )
k

= J 2 ^ V a r êy^
k

=  X /  ~  ^
k n n

where

^  1 n‘l
®vk =  Zk~ = y )• (3.5)

n n  j = 1

Clearly in this variance estimator, Y  is taken to follow a multinomial distribution, with 

differing parameters over the weighting classes. In essence the weighting classes are con

sidered to be strata, and would be labelled as such in survey analysis software in order to 

generate the variance estimator above.

Defining a variable as 6 ykj =  h j { Y  =  y), then the estimator Var i(9y) in (3 .4) may be 

alternatively written as

___

V a r i ( § =  * " e - . W  • <3-6>
k

In addition to specifying the strata, the user would need to specify when using the software 

that the individual level weights to be used are {why}- If the weighting classes are not 

specified as strata then the variance estimator used by the software takes the form

E  E  ~ 0y )2
V a r 2 (9y) = -k j ~ l

( E n n ^ W ) 2
k

but this would seem less natural than Var\{9y) since we expect 9yk to vary across the 

classes {&} if adjustment for non-response is to have an effect.

Confidence intervals (CIs) would be constructed in the usual way under an assumption 

that 9y follows a Normal distribution. Resulting intervals will therefore be symmetrical. 

Where the sample size is small, the logit of a proportion is often thought to follow a distri-
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bution closer to the Normal distribution than the proportion itself. By the delta method, 

asymptotically:

Var[lo9 U(0y) ] =  (3.7)

A variance estimate for 9y can be calculated taking the estimator given in (3.4) and then a 

confidence interval can be calculated for logit(0y) following the form of (3.7). By transform

ing the lower and upper bounds with the logit- 1  function, a confidence interval for By can 

be generated. This may better reflect the distribution of 9y, and will be a non-symmetric 

interval.

A variance estimate for 9y can also be calculated using the bootstrap, and this will 

incorporate the variability due to  the estimation of the class weights. This method is 

however computer intensive.

3.2.6 A n Exam ple

Consider the example of estimating the proportion of virgins in the UK, taking data from 

the NATSSAL, as in section 2.5. For the analysis presented in that section, the domains 

of interest were based on sex and age-group, information which was available for all units 

including unit NRs (i.e. sex and age are Z variables). Weighting classes must then be 

selected to create subsets within these domains, using additional variables related to item 

response, and including the enthusiasm to respond variable, which in this case is interviewee 

embarrassment. In the logistic regression model of the odds of item response, presented in 

Table 2.1 and described in section 2.3.1, embarrassment is seen to be the dominant term in 

the model. Furthermore the number of classes within each domain that would be created 

by using the levels of embarrassment to define classes is four, which may be considered 

adequate. Hence weighting classes are here defined by sex, age-group, and embarrassment.

Consider the proportion of virgins within the domain of men aged 45-59, for which 9 

(from both this simplified approach and under the full approach) is 4.2%. Assuming a
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M eth o d E s tim a te d  95% C onfidence In te rv a l
Bootstrap (full approach) 2.3 - 6.4%
Bootstrap 2.5 - 6.2%
Simplified estimation 2.6 - 5.8%
Logit estimation 2.9 - 6 .1%
Delta method 1.8  - 6 .6 %

Table 3.1 A comparison of the estimated confidence intervals from different meth
ods

sampling scheme of SRS, to calculate a simplified variance estimate for this domain (3.4), 

we need only sum over four weighting classes (the embarrassment levels). The resulting 

confidence intervals from the simplified method, from the logit transformed estimator (3 .7 ), 

from the delta method, from the bootstrap, and from the bootstrap (following the full 

approach) are presented in Table 3.1.

For this example, no method is seen to produce an interval approximately equal to that 

from the bootstrap (following the full approach). The bootstrap (following the simplified 

approach) is seen to provide the closest match. As seen in the simulation study the delta 

method has produced a variance estimate that is too large, and the simplified and logit 

methods have produced variance estimates that are too small since the variability of the 

class weights is ignored.

3.2.7 D iscussion

The main simplification proposed in this section is the use of a categorical response propen

sity score in order to form weighting classes, rather than defining the weights as the inverse 

of a continuous score. Whilst categorising in this way can be regarded as discarding some 

information, this simplified approach will still allow adjustment for suspected NINR, and 

may produce broadly similar estimates to the approach of chapter two. The standard error 

of the estimates from the simplified approach may however be smaller, particularly when 

item non-response is high.

The variance estimator from standard survey analysis software, under the simplified re

sponse propensity approach, is inferior to the bootstrap, since it does not reflect the full
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complexity of the approach nor the asymmetric distribution of the estimates. However the 

ease with which this estimator can be computed may be considered to offset this disadvan

tage. That analyses allowing for NINR can be performed routinely by several statisticians 

unfamiliar with the details of the survey may be considered a strong advantage of the 

simplified approach.
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3.3 E xten sion  to  C om plex Sam pling Schem es and to  R egres

sion A nalysis

3.3.1 Introduction

Thus far the development of a response propensity method to deal with NINR has been 

limited to consideration of the direct estimation of simple population parameters and has 

assumed that the sampling scheme is SRS. Hence the method remains of somewhat limited 

practical use. In this section we develop an extension to the more realistic requirements of 

regression analysis and the analysis of complex surveys.

In most national population surveys the sampling scheme is more complex than SRS. 

The sampling designs include stratification, the selection of units in multiple stages (e.g. 

wards, then households), and differential unit selection probabilities. These schemes are 

described as complex sampling schemes. Strata may be incorporated into the sampling 

design to ensure that a sufficient number of units are recruited from each of a group of 

domains, and possibly to increase efficiency for the estimation of key parameters. A multi

stage design is used primarily because a single stage design is impossible, or to save costs. 

In face-to-face interviewing, sampling addresses in clusters (e.g. wards, post-code sectors) 

will clearly be a cheaper way of obtaining a given number of interviews than SRS. For 

example in the NATSSAL the primary sampling units were electoral wards which were 

selected with probability proportional to size from a list stratified by region. Furthermore 

since one person was interviewed at each address, the probabilities of selection were not 

equal across all eligible units. See Wadsworth et al. (1993) for further details.

Ignoring any of the aspects of complex sampling designs will lead either to bias or in

correct standard errors. If the multi-stage nature of the sampling is ignored in analysis 

then generally estimated standard errors will be too small. Equivalently note that there is 

generally less information in a dataset from a multi-stage sampling design than from one 

of equal size under SRS. If the stratification is ignored then the estimators of the standard
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errors will generally be biased. If the unequal selection probabilities are ignored then biased 

estimates usually result. The articles within Skinner et al. (1989) provide an overview of 

the issues in analysis raised by complex sampling schemes.

In chapter two and the previous section we have presented techniques to estimate a 

proportion or equally a distribution of a categorical variable. Interest may also centre on 

regression analysis, which examines the associations between the variables of interest and 

various explanatory variables. Obvious possibilities include logistic and linear regression 

analysis.

3.3,2 Extension to  C om plex Sampling Schemes

The extension of the full response propensity method of chapter two to complex sampling 

schemes is conceptually straightforward, but interval estimation is made more complex. The 

extension of the simplified method described in the previous section to complex sampling 

schemes is straightforward, and can be routinely implemented provided specialist survey 

software is available to the end user (e.g. ‘svyprop’ in STATA release 5). This is so because 

the adjustment for NINR occurs through weighting, and indeed the {wky}  have an intuitive 

interpretation as the proportion (equivalently the number) of all units represented by that 

item responder. Under complex survey designs, units are often selected with differing prob

abilities. For example, often where households are sampled, only 1 person is selected per 

household for a survey focusing on individual views/behaviours. In this case the relative 

selection probability is the inverse of the number of eligible individuals in the household. 

Selection weights, here the number of eligible units in the household, can be considered to 

be the inverse of the relative selection probabilities. Weights to adjust for both differential 

unit selection and suspected NINR are developed in this section.

Define Q where Q = 1 represents selection, Q =  0 otherwise. Then, denoting unit and 

item response by T  and R  as in chapter two, note that

Pr(Q  =  1, T  =  1, R  = 1) =  P r(T  =  1,R = 1\Q = 1) Pr (Q =  1). (3.8)
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The weights proposed to adjust for NINR in chapter two { w k y }  are estimates of the inverses 

of the probability of unit and item response given selection (excluding a constant multiplier). 

In (3.8) we see the inverse of Pr(Q  =  1 ,T  =  1 ,R  = 1) will be the product of the weight for 

NINR and the selection weight. Hence weights formed by multiplying together the weights 

for non-response and selection can be considered to be weights for the combined probability 

of selection and response. These weights can then be used in analysis.

To apply the simplified response propensity approach, using standard survey analysis 

software, the revised weights, and the primary sampling units (PSU) (e.g. wards) that arise 

through multi-stage designs would be specified in the usual way. The weighting classes could 

be specified as strata as in section 3.2.5. The resulting estimates and confidence intervals 

will then be adjusted for both the complex survey design and the NINR. Software such as 

‘svyprop’ in STATA Release 5, for example, can be used for this purpose. Define m*. to be 

the number of PSUs in weighting class k , and index the PSUs by {<?:# =  1,2,...}. Define 

the number of item responders of weighting class k and PSU g by n kf. Define W k Y j  to be 

the ‘true’ inverse selection/response probability of unit j  in weighting class k (or a constant 

multiple of this probability), and W k Y j  to be an estimate of this calculated as suggested in 

the previous paragraph. Define Z&, Z*,, Zkg and Zkg by
m fc n*f

Z k  =  'y ] y   ̂w kY j  (fiykj ~  9yk)
9 = 1  j = 1

m k n*f

Zk = E E  ji^ykj ®yk)
9 = 1  j = 1

k gn , f

Zkg = T^k y r ^ Y j i S y k j  @yk)
3 =  1

ku

Z k g  ~  TTlk ^ W k Y j V y k j  @yk)

3 =  1

Then the variance estimator used by such software, is
m k ^  ^

2  m k( m k- 1) 5 ,  Zk9 ~  Z k ^2
Var  3(?y) =  *-------------- g ----------------

m k Tiii

(E E E mYj)2
k g = l j = l
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where the revised weights {WkYj} now vary even within the weighting classes.

To extend the full response propensity approach to complex sampling schemes, point 

estimation introduces no extra complexity, as the revised weights would simply be used. 

However interval estimation may require more programming and computer time. The boot

strap resampling would need to be performed separately within strata, and would also need 

to reflect the multi-stage nature of sampling, e.g. resample wards, and then units within 

each ward.

3.3.3 E xtension to R egression

The extension to regression also proceeds in a straightforward manner for the simplified 

response propensity approach because the adjustment for NINR occurs through weighting, 

and because existing survey analysis software incorporates weighting. These techniques are 

based upon pseudolikelihood (e.g. ‘svyreg’, of STATA release 5), about which much more 

detail is provided in chapter 4, and some discussion of earlier work in section 1.2.2. Briefly, 

what could be described as a ‘weighted’ pseudolikelihood (Lawless et al., 1998) is defined 

as the sum of the likelihood contributions which would arise from each unit under selec

tion/response with equal probability, each multiplied by the corresponding weight. Note 

that the pseudolikelihood approach enables the use of a wide variety of models, including 

both linear and logistic regression models. Maximum pseudolikelihood estimates are those 

values of the parameters that maximise this pseudolikelihood. Variance estimators can be 

defined in terms of the first and second derivatives of the pseudolikelihood (see chapter 4 

and also ‘svyreg’, STATA Release 5 User Guide, 1997).

The extension of the full response propensity approach to regression is again straight

forward for point estimation, but adds complexity to the interval estimation. For point 

estimation, as with the simplified approach, standard survey analysis software can be used 

to perform a pseudolikelihood analysis using the weights calculated under the method. 

Bootstrap resampling would require maximum pseudolikelihood estimates to be computed
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for each sampled dataset. This may add considerably to the computing time.

3.3.4 D iscussion

The extensions of the simplified response propensity method proposed in section 3.2 to 

allow regression analysis and to allow for complex sampling schemes are seen to be straight

forward, and indeed these extensions may be implemented in standard survey analysis 

software. The reason for this is seen to be that the adjustment for NINR occurs through 

weighting, and that interval estimation ignores the variability from weighting class forma

tion and weight estimation. The extensions of the full response propensity approach are 

conceptually straightforward, again because the approach is based on weighting. However 

interval estimation by the bootstrap method may become very demanding of computing 

time. Hence when performing regression analysis of complex survey data, the differences 

between the full and simplified approach in terms of programming skills and computing 

time are accentuated relative to simple analyses under SRS. The full approach may nev

ertheless be recommended for situations where the number of variables of interest is small 

and adequate computing time is available.

Other approaches to adjust for NINR, unless based on weighting, would not lead to 

such natural extensions to complex sampling schemes and regression analysis. This may be 

considered a strong advantage of the response propensity approach.
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3.4 C om parison w ith  th e A pproach o f Baker and Laird

3.4.1 Introduction

The response propensity method to adjust for NINR presented in chapter two, and its 

simplification presented in section 3.2, are applicable only to specific data structures. There 

must be suitable variables recorded for all unit responders such that the assumption of 

ignorable non-response, conditional on these factors, can be considered reasonable. These 

variables must therefore include at least one variable representing the enthusiasm to respond. 

Furthermore there must also be item non-response for the method to be applied. However a 

more generally applicable method, mentioned in section 1.2.1, has been proposed by Baker 

and Laird (1988), and extended by Chambers and Welsh (1993) and Park and Brown (1994). 

In this section we examine this more general approach, and compare it with the response 

propensity approach, focusing on the application to an example.

3.4.2 Likelihood and G oodness o f Fit

To consider the approach of Baker and Laird, let Y  be the variable of interest, and Z  the 

vector of explanatory variables recorded for all units, which we shall assume for simplicity 

are all categorical. Let T* indicate response, with the asterisk to denote the combination of 

unit and item response, though typically the distinction has not been made in the relevant 

literature.

The likelihood then takes the form

*  =  1 1 1 1  P r ( Y  = y , T * =  1 | Z  =  z)m">'\ \$\Pr(T-  =  0| Z  =  z)m'« ]  (3.9)
z  y  z

where m zyi denotes the number of responders for whom Z  = z, and Y  = y, and m z+q 

denotes the number of non-responders (NRs) for whom Z  = z. The models considered are 

of the form

Pr{Y,T*\Z)  =  Pr(Y \Z )Pr(T*\Y ,Z ) .  (3.10)
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Log-linear models are fitted for each of the two terms in the structure, a response model, 

and a margin model for Y ,  fitted to the margin obtained by summing over responders and 

NRs. The fitting of the models typically uses an E-M or a Newton-Raphson algorithm, and 

assumptions that some terms (e.g. higher order interactions) are not required.

Only explanatory variables observed for all cases are included, so in our notation of 

chapter two, X  variables are excluded from both of the models of (3.10). By contrast, 

in the response propensity approach, the propensity score is based in part on information 

from X  variables. In both approaches the variable of interest is modelled as conditionally 

independent of response. In the general approach response is non-ignorable, i.e. response is 

conditionally dependent upon the variable of interest. In the response propensity approach, 

once a distribution of the propensity score has been assumed for the unit NRs, then response 

is modelled as conditionally independent of the variable of interest. In the general approach, 

the information with which to fit non-ignorable response models is derived from the way in 

which Y  and T* vary together across the levels of the Z  variables, and is also dependent on 

the margin model.

Baker and Laird propose a deviance statistic, G2 to test goodness of fit, of the form

G2 =  —2 log I e I I —
If u l l

where If i t  is the likelihood under the model, and If u l l  the likelihood under a saturated 

margin model and the full ignorable response model (e.g. response dependent on the Z  

variables, including all interaction terms). However as is recognised by Forster and Smith 

(1998), such a statistic is of limited use. Immediately apparent is that the full ignorable 

response model and the saturated margin model provide a perfect fit, and this will occur 

whatever the degree of non-ignorability that would be apparent if the data for the non

responders were present. Forster and Smith suggest that the such goodness of fit statistics 

should be used informally only to reject those models that lead to a very poor fit of the 

observed data.
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3.4.3 A pplication to an Exam ple

To clarify the general approach and to perform a limited comparison with the response 

propensity model we fit some models to our example dataset, taking virginity, V , as the 

variable of interest. In this example our Z  variables again consist of age (grouped for 

presentation), A, sex, S, and urbanicity, U.

We will take a saturated margin model for V,  denoted by V A S U , since we expect the 

proportion of virgins to vary across sex/age/urbanicity categories in a complex way. W ith 

a saturated margin model, the degrees of freedom available for the T* model are the same 

as for the full ignorable T* model i.e. the number of levels of the cross classification of A , 

S', and U minus 1, here equal to 15. By removing some of the terms from that full ignorable 

response model, denoted ASUT*,  we can introduce V,  creating non-ignorable models.

The E-M algorithm is used to fit these models; for further details of the fitting process 

see Baker and Laird (1988). Briefly, model fitting starts by making an initial assignment 

of the NRs to virgin and non-virgin. Then the models of T* and V  axe fitted and the NRs 

of each age/sex/urbanicity class reassigned in the same proportion as in the fitted model, 

and the process repeated to convergence. We have performed the process initially with two 

response models, which we feel are the most natural choices. In this context we feel the 

priority in the choice of response models is to make few assumptions (i.e. include interaction 

terms) rather than to select a parsimonious model for response. The first model includes 

main effects of virginity, sex, urbanicity, and age, and all interactions between age, sex, and 

virginity. We denote this model ASVT*/UT*.  If it is thought that interactions between 

virginity and urbanicity are important, then the other model to consider is AUVT* /  S T * . 

These response models both have 13 parameters.

Previous authors have described the convergence of the algorithm as slow, and we agree 

with that assessment. A criterion of convergence of the value of the likelihood function 

(3.9) at the MLEs is a natural choice. We aim to estimate the percentage of virgins in 

age/sex/urbanicity categories in the non-responders to within 0.05% of the MLEs. On the
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Sex Age O bserved  % v irg ins % v irg ins SVT*/A T*  % v irg ins resp . p rop .
M 16-24 18.2 24.6 20.4

25-34 3.14 5.16 4.09
35-44 3.15 5.46 4.15
45-59 2.49 4.79 4.22

F 16-24 16.3 25.8 18.2
25-34 2.07 4.56 2.73
35-44 1.36 3.10 1.63
45-59 2.49 6.43 2.86

Table 3.2 A comparison of the fitted values from two models

basis of examining the changes in the estimated MLEs and log-likelihood together for some 

initial models, we decided to judge that convergence had occurred when consecutive values 

of the log-likelihood differed by less than 1 0 -6 .

Both A S V T * /U T *  and A U V T * / ST*  converged at the boundary, in the sense that in one 

or more age/sex/urbanicity class either all or none of the NRs are assigned as virgins. Two 

models were also fitted without the variable urbanicity, AVT*,  and S V T * / A T *. Of these 

the first also converged on the boundary, but SVT*/A T*  converged within the boundaries, 

and the fitted results are presented in Table 3.2, together with the observed proportion 

among the item responders, and the proportion estimated by the full response propensity 

approach of chapter two.

The estimates obtained from the SVT*/AT*  model are higher than those from the 

response propensity model in all age/sex domains, particularly for women. Nevertheless 

the estimates would not be considered implausible.

3.4.4 Confidence Interval Construction

Baker and Laird (1988) suggest profile likelihood as a suitable method of confidence interval 

construction for the fitted values, and propose the use of the E-M algorithm to calculate 

the values of the likelihood. This is a slow process since for each value of the parameter 

of interest (here proportion of virgins in a demographic domain) the E-M algorithm must 

be used to maximise the likelihood holding the parameter of interest fixed, iterating till
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convergence. Initial exploration of the profile likelihood suggests that confidence intervals for 

the estimated proportion of virgins from the SVT*/A T*  model are much wider than those 

we present under the full response propensity approach. The approximate 95% confidence 

interval for the percentage of virgins amongst men aged 45-59 is 1.4 - 13.5%, which in width 

compares unfavourably with the bootstrap interval from the response propensity approach 

fitted in chapter two of 2.3 - 6.4%.

3.4.5 D iscussion

The assumptions of both the response propensity approach and the more general approach 

are untestable, but an appropriate sensitivity analysis can be performed in either case. For 

the response propensity approach a method of performing sensitivity analyses is outlined 

in section 2.6. For the more general approach perhaps the most natural form of sensitivity 

analysis would consist of fitting a range different plausible response and margin models 

that provide an adequate fit to the observed data, and observing how the MLEs of the 

parameters of interest vary across these models.

However in some scenarios the general approach may be felt to be a priori less appropri

ate. For example one might feel that not only is a non-ignorable response model required, 

but that the effect of the variable of interest on response differs fundamentally between 

demographic classes. In this case interaction terms between the demographic variables and 

the variable of interest are required in the response model. For example, presented with 

data concerning homosexual experience (the variable of interest), response, and gender, one 

might well feel that the interaction term between gender and homosexual experience would 

be needed in the response model. However, with a saturated margin model, this saturated 

response model would be overparameterised in the approach of Baker and Laird (1988).

In the analysis of surveys with both unit and item non-response, and with suitable 

enthusiasm to respond variables, the response propensity model is likely to be selected in 

preference to that of Baker and Laird because it makes use of the specific data structure
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and more of the available data. The simplification and extensions described in sections 

3.2 and 3.3 are also available under the response propensity approach. Nevertheless, where 

the approach of Baker and Laird can be considered appropriate, estimates from applying 

suitable models under the approach may also be of interest.
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Chapter 4

Incorporating R etrospective D ata  into an  
A nalysis o f Tim e to Illness

4.1 In troduction

To analyse the time from an initiating event to illness in an illness-death model (Kalbfleisch 

and Lawless, 1988) a prospective study design such as the prevalent cohort may be used. 

Techniques of analysis are well developed (Wang et al., 1993). In this chapter we consider an 

alternative design, termed the augmented prevalent cohort (APC) study, where a random 

sample of those alive is recruited and subsequently followed. This can be regarded as a 

prevalent cohort augmented by ‘retrospective’ information from units who are ill but alive 

at recruitment. We aim to demonstrate a benefit from the incorporation of the retrospective 

information. The extent of this benefit will clearly depend on the efficiency of the techniques 

of analysis employed. We aim to develop techniques to analyse the time to illness, based on 

APC studies, that have high efficiency and yet are simple to implement. These techniques 

require information concerning the time to death.

Our work was initially motivated by the desire to analyse progression to AIDS amongst 

the women of the UK MRC Collaborative Study of HIV Infection in Women, which can be 

considered to be an APC study. Further details of the study can be found in The Study 

Group (1996, 1998). Another motivating example is the need that may arise to investigate 

the effect of a covariate, not as yet recorded, on progression to AIDS, for which living 

patients within an HIV seroconversion cohort could be studied.
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To aid comparison of the APC and prevalent cohort designs we define prevalent cohort 

analysis, which when applied to data from an APC study would analyse only data from the 

nested prevalent cohort study. Regarding then the prevalent cohort study as a sub-study 

within an APC study, intuitively one might expect the analysis of an APC study to provide 

higher efficiency than the analysis of the corresponding prevalent cohort study, particularly 

if the amount of retrospective data is substantial. Nevertheless the analysis of a prevalent 

cohort study inevitably requires fewer assumptions than analysis of an APC study, and may 

therefore benefit from a greater degree of robustness.

We investigate the analysis of APC studies through both full likelihood and pseudolikeli

hood techniques. The full likelihood approach involves specifying a parametric form for the 

illness, subsequent survival, and death without illness processes, and also for the distribu

tion of initiating event times in the time period of interest. The pseudolikelihood approach 

involves specifying a parametric form for survival after illness, and the distribution of the 

initiating event times. For the illness process, a parametric or semi-parametric form may be 

taken. The pseudolikelihood approach to fitting regression models has been suggested for 

a variety of studies where selection is outcome-dependent (Prentice, 1986, Kalbfleisch and 

Lawless, 1988, Wild, 1991, Schill et al,  1993, Scott and Wild, 1997, Breslow and Holubkov, 

1997, and Samuelsen, 1997). The approach has also been suggested for the related problem 

in survey analysis of non-ignorable non-response (Skinner, 1989, Skinner, 1996). A more 

general overview has been provided by Hu and Lawless (1997) and Lawless et al. (1999).

In section 4.6, a small simulation study illustrates the relative efficiency of these methods. 

In section 4.7, we apply the techniques to an example, a subset of data from the UK Register 

of HIV Seroconverters.
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4.2 N ota tion  and K ey A ssum ption

Let the time of the initiating event be X , and denote time from X  to illness, death without 

illness, or end of follow-up alive and without illness by T.  For those units progressing to 

illness before recruitment or during follow-up, denote the time from X  +  T  to death or end 

of follow-up alive by D. Let <5i and 6 2  together indicate the type of event at X  +  T, <5i =  1 

representing illness, <5i =  0 otherwise, and <52 =  1 representing death without illness, <52 =  0 

otherwise. Hence the three possible scenarios are (^1,^ 2) =  (1>0) if the unit develops illness 

at time X  +  T, (^1,^ 2) =  (0? 1) if the unh  dies without illness, and (6 1 , 6 2 ) =  (0,0) if the 

unit is censored alive and illness-free. Let 6jd indicate the type of event at X  4- T  4- D, 

6 d = 1 indicates death, 6 d  =  0 indicates end of follow-up. Furthermore let Z  represent 

a vector of relevant covariates. Let R  = 1 represent inclusion in the study, R  = 0 non

inclusion. Let the subscript i be used to denote the values of these variables for unit i. Let 

the fixed calendar time points of earliest initiating event of the units recruited, the latest 

event, and the start of recruitment be denoted ^  02, and <j)E respectively. Figure 4.1. 

presents these quantities for three hypothetical study units. Unit 1 is dead before entry and 

so not recruited, unit 2 is recruited already ill, unit 3 is recruited without illness at entry.

To develop a likelihood (and later a pseudolikelihood) we need the following key as

sumption:

► Conditional on Z , the illness, death without illness, and death after illness processes are 

independent of calendar time. (Note that Z  may include treatment variables).
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Figure 4.1 Diagrammatic representation of data from 
three hypothetical units
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Models for the processes involved are most easily specified in terms of hazard functions. 

The three hazards involved are represented in Figure 4.2. Let Xi(t\Z = z,<p) denote the 

hazard of illness, \ 2 ( t\Z — z,6) denote the hazard of death without illness. For units 

progressing to illness, let XE (d\Z =  2 , 77) represent the subsequent hazard of death. A 

natural choice for the form of the hazard functions is the proportional hazards form, where 

X(t\Z = z,a,(3) = Xp(t\a)  exp(2 /?), where A£(£|a) is the ‘baseline’ hazard function, and 

(3 is the regression parameter of interest. In this case interest will typically focus on a 

regression parameter /?, representing the effect of the variables of interest Z, on the hazard 

of illness, Ai(£|Z =  z,<p). This vector of parameters (3 is a subset of cp. For simplicity in 

the following sections we treat Z  as a vector of time-independent covariates, but all the 

techniques can be simply adapted to deal with time-dependent covariates. For simplicity 

we also treat the illness process as independent of the death after illness process, although a 

parametric dependence of the hazard A# on the time to illness can be simply incorporated. 

Let f x ( x \Z =  z,Q) represent the distribution of the initiating event times.

4.3 Prevalent C ohort A nalysis

In a prevalent cohort analysis, retrospective data are ignored, and the time to illness data 

are regarded as left truncated, at Tr = max((j>E — X ,  0). For example, of the units presented 

in Figure 4.1, units 1 and 2 would be excluded, and unit 3 would be considered left-truncated 

at time (j>E — £ 3 . Times to death without illness are treated as censored values of the time 

to illness. The likelihood, L , takes the following form (Wang et al., 1993):

L  =  Y [ +  U >  0£)Ai(*i|Z =  Zi,<p)6uSpc{t i \Z = zu Tr =  tT,(f) (4.1)
i

where

SPC(t\Z = z ,T r =  t r ,<p) = exp[— / Xi(u\Z =  Zi , i p)du]
Jtr

and 1(g) is an indicator function that takes value one when g is true and zero otherwise.
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functions



A partial likelihood can alternatively be used in estimation, and this takes the following 

form:

r _  TT T f »  \ ^ x \ t f i t e x p f c / ? ]
L p a r  —  I I  +  t t >  (f)E )V Ej / (in < t i <  t j ) exp[zjfj\

This function Lpar is a function of (3 alone.

4.4 Full L ikelihood D evelopm ent

The full likelihood takes the following form:

r _  TT M t j \ Z  = Zi,<p,0)fD{di\Z = Zj,rj)Su ( .
D  Pi(R =  1\Z =  Zi, (p, 9, rf) ^

where f o  is the density of T. Similarly f o  is the density of D. The denominator provides 

the adjustment for the recruitment scheme. The form of f r  following the standard form for 

‘competing risks’ (see Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 1980) is given as

f T (U\Z = Zi,<p,0) = \ i ( t i \ Z  = Zi,<p)6li\ 2(ti\Z =  Zi,6)62iS( t i \Z  = Zi,ip,9)

where S ( t ) the survival function is defined as
t

S ( t \X  = x , Z  = z,(p,Q) = exp [— J  Xi(u\Z = z,<p) + \ 2 (u\Z  =  z,Q)du}.
o

The form of f o  tahes the standard form for a failure time distribution:
di

fn (d i \Z  =  Zi) fj) =  AD{di\Z = Zi)T])6D' exp[ -  J  \ D(u\Z = zi l rf)du].
o

The denominator of (4.2), P r (R  = 1 |Z  = z ), takes the form (where <f)l and (j)2 are fixed 

calendar time points as described in section 4.2)

J  Pv(R — 1\Z = z, X  =  v ) f x {v \Z  = Z) 9)dv

4>i

where P r (R = 1|Z  =  z, X  = v) takes the form (ignoring the dependence on Z):
OO

J  [Pr(R = 1\T = u , X  = V,6i =  l)Ai(u) +  Pi(R = 1|T =  u , X  =  v j 2 = l)A2 (t»)]S(u)du
0

(4 .3)
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The recruitment probabilities are defined as

ma.x((()f..—x — t,0)

P r (R = 1\T =  t, X  = x, Z  =  z, 6 1  = 1) =  exp[- J  A^(u[Z =  2 , rj)du]
0

Pt(R =  1\T =  t , X  =  x , Z  =  2,^2 =  1) =  I(x  +  t >  (j)E) (4 -4 )

Where it is desired not to make any assumption about the form of f x ( x \ Z  = z, 9) then 

P r(R = 1 |Z  =  z , X  =  x)  may be used in place of P r ( R  = 1 |Z  = z) as the denominator 

of (4.2), where x  is the observed seroconversion time. Limited simulations suggest that 

analysis without assumptions about f x ( x \ Z  = z,0)  is less efficient, but that the loss in 

efficiency may be small.

L  is a function of 6 , </?, and 7 7 , and clearly takes a complex form, particularly due to the 

need to evaluate P r ( R  =  1) for each woman (see (4.3)). With simple parametric forms for 

the three hazards involved, and perhaps using numerical integration, it would be possible 

to maximise L  using a maximisation routine such as ‘nlminb’ in S-PLUS, to derive the 

MLE of (/?, the vector of parameters of interest. Another level of complexity would arise 

however through the need to derive asymptotic variance estimates for the MLE of (p. These 

would be derived from the information matrix in the usual way. An alternative approach, 

particularly when one element of <p is of particular interest, might be to compute a profile 

likelihood based confidence interval.

4.5 P seu d olik elihood  D evelopm ent

An alternative approach to model fitting is through pseudolikelihood and this may be ex

pected to be easier to implement but somewhat less efficient than full maximum likelihood. 

Our approach to formulating a pseudolikelihood has some similarities to that of Kalbfleisch 

and Lawless (1988) where they consider the case-cohort study. The main difference is that in 

an APC study the recruitment probabilities need to be estimated whereas in the case-cohort 

study the recruitment probabilities are known.

For the pseudolikelihood, a finite population must be defined from which the sample is
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taken, and which would provide a suitable analysis if data were available from all members 

of the population. Here we consider the finite population to be all units with initiating 

event between times </>1 and 0 2- 0 ur approach requires estimation of the distribution of 

calendar initiating event times in the finite population, f x ( x \ Z  = z), for which external 

information could be used if available.

With the notation established in sections 4.2 and 4.4, the log-likelihood contribution 

from unit i can be written as

k  = 6u  log[Ai(ti|Zj,^)] + S2ilog[X2(ti\zi,e)] +log[S(ti|;Zi,</?,0)]

Defining the size of the finite population to be N, the log-likelihood, l c , that would have

been observed if data were available from all units can be written as
N

ic  = Y , 1'
*=i

A pseudolikelihood, Zp, estimates lc  through weighting the individual contributions from 

the recruited units by p ~ l , where pi  is the recruitment probability for unit i, conditional

on T, 0i,and 02- The form of lp is:

h = E  v li (4-5)
*=i Pi

Here proportional hazards models will be used, but note that pseudolikelihood can 

equally well be used with other models. Consider a model where the intensity (hazard) 

Ai takes the form

X i( t \Z  =  z ,a , (3 )  =  \ B (t\a)exp(z(3)

where ip = (a, (3), and the form of A2(t) is left unspecified, though assumed to be functionally 

independent of (3. The form of the likelihood contribution from unit i is given by

k  =  0i*{log[AB(t i |z i ,a )]  +  * /?} +  02ilog[A2(ti|zi,0)] + log[S(ti \zi l ip,0)]. 

where the last term takes the form
t

log[S(t \ z ,a , (3 ,9)]  =  -  J  XB (u\a) exp(z/3)  +  \ 2(u\z ,0)du.  

o
Considered as a function of a  and /?, the pseudo-log-likelihood lp takes the form const  +  /*,
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where /*, the pseudo log-likelihood corresponding to treating death without AIDS as a

censoring event, is given by
N ̂  p  V-

I* = Y 2 ~ [ 6 u { lo g [ X B(U\zi, a)] + Zi(3} -  / XB(u\a) exp(ziP)da], (4.6)
i - i  Pi ■'i_i 0

Note that p~l can be considered as the number of units from the finite population 

‘represented’ by unit i. Note also that the recruitment probabilities, {p*}, must be estimated. 

They are defined as the average of the recruitment probabilities given in (4.4), over the 

distribution of X  between 4>i and </>2. These are given as

P r (R — 1\Z = z, T  = t , 6 i = m i , 8 2  = m 2) =  (4.7)

J  f x ( x \ Z  ~  z ) P t ( R  = 1 \X = x , Z  = z , T  = t , 6 \ = m i , 5 2  = m 2 )dx 

<t>\
All the expressions are evaluated at the MLE of 77. One extra probability, P r (R = l \Z  = 

z , T  = t, <5i =  0 , 6 2  =  0), is required. This is the probability of recruitment if the unit ‘drops 

out’ or is otherwise censored. In the example in section 4.7, almost all units are followed 

till study close, and so drop-out can be ignored in analysis. However, in general, it may be 

necessary to specify a model for the drop-out process, which may or may not depend on T.

The MLE of 77 is calculated by maximising the likelihood function obtained by treating 

those who develop illness as a prevalent cohort of times from illness to death, a function 

that takes a similar form to (4.1), and can be specified as

di

L D = H \ D(di\Z = Zi,r,)6 Diexp l -  J  \ D(u\Z = Zi,r})du]. (4.8)
1 ma.x(<pE—x i —ti ,0)

Information with which to estimate f x { x \ Z  =  z) may be taken from an external source, 

or alternatively from the dataset itself. For example, note that for two cohorts defined by 

two values of X , the number of units from each cohort that would have been recruited from 

both cohorts can be calculated, based on the follow-up data, i.e. the number of units who 

would have been alive at study entry if the initiating event were at either value of X .  The 

ratio of the number of such units at two values of X  may be used to estimate the ratio of 

the values of the density of f x  at the two values.
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The pseudo log-likelihood, /*, can be differentiated with respect to <p to produce a 

pseudo-score function, which can be used to calculate maximum pseudo-likelihood estimates 

(MPLEs).

4.5.1 Param etric Pseudolikelihood

As with full likelihood, any parametric form for Ai, A2 and Xp can be specified, including in 

particular, parametric proportional hazards models. An estimator of the asymptotic vari

ance of the MPLEs for this study design can be derived following the procedures proposed 

by Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988) and Samuelsen (1997). The expressions in (4.7) provide 

consistent estimates of the recruitment probabilities, and furthermore they are indepen

dent of ip. In the following developments we treat the estimated recruitment probabilities 

as known, and for simplicity of notation they are denoted as {pi}. The effect of treating 

the estimated recruitment probabilties as known on the variance estimates is considered in 

section 4.8.

Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988) present the asymptotic variance estimator as 

V(tp) = i ( ? ) - '  + i ( 5 5 ) - 1B(5>)A(£)-1

where

e f t  j f  w

N 1 .
=  53—*•—' T>.;=i

dp>

and ip is the vector of parameters of interest.

4.5.2 Sem i-Param etric Pseudo-likelihood

To develop a pseudo-likelihood which does not involve the baseline hazard function, we use 

an approach discussed in Johansen (1983), and undertaken for the case-cohort design by 

Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988). First we maximise I* given in (4.6) with respect to the

A(p>)

B(tp)
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baseline hazard, As(t). This approach is based on the assumption that (5 is known and 

finding the (piecewise constant) A#(£) that maximises I*. Then this A#(t) is substituted 

back into I*, and the resulting maximised function, lPmax is a function of j3 alone. For the 

APC study design, IpmaxW) takes the form

; r a\ r o i R j Y j { t i ) eZ3̂  1 / N
ipm ax(^) =  2_^~Z lZ*P ~ lo §  1 I4 '9 )

i= l  P i  j = 1 P j

where Y j(ti) indicates whether unit j is ‘at risk’ at time ti (i.e. alive, without illness, and 

uncensored at U ).

The complete cohort data log-partial likelihood for the estimation of (3 as proposed by 

Cox (1972) takes the form:

N  N

lco*(P) =  -  l o g £ y , ( ti)e ^ ]  (4.10)
i=l  j —1

where again death without illness is treated as a censoring event.

We can see that Ipmax(P) (4.9) is an intuitive estimate of lcox(P) (4.10). Furthermore 

Ipmax{(3), defined for the APC study design, takes a similar form to the corresponding 

function proposed by Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988) for the case-cohort design, and that 

proposed and used in estimation by Samuelsen (1997) for the nested case-control design.

For the case-cohort design, Prentice (1986) proposes a pseudo-partial-likelihood of slightly

different form.

Differentiation of (4.9) with respect to (3 produces a score function which is only asymp

totically unbiased, although its bias can be expected to be small (Kalbfleisch and Lawless, 

1988). Solving the corresponding score equations leads to maximum partial pseudolikelihood 

estimates (MPPLEs). We establish consistency of the MPPLE, and present an estimator 

for the asymptotic variance of the MPPLE, briefly outlining the assumptions required. This 

development has many similarities with the approach of Samuelsen (1997), but the form of 

the difference between the pseudo-score and the score, and the form of the variance esti

mator are different due to the different study designs considered. In the development, as 

in that of the parametric pseudolikelihood, the set of estimated recruitment probabilities,
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{pi}, is treated as known.

Firstly we note that the expectations of the pseudo-score and pseudo-information are 

not their complete cohort counterparts. With use of the notation of Samuelsen (1997), we 

further define
N  

j =1
and

S (r){P, t)  =  J 2 ? 3 - Y j (t)Zj (t)®rez-Wf!, (4 .11)
1=1 Pj

where r  =  0,1,2; and the operator ® is defined by v®° =  l,!;®1 =  v, and n®2 =  v'v. The 

pseudo and full cohort log-partial-likelihoods, score functions and information matrices can 

be represented partly in terms of these and S ^  functions.

Then B [S^(/3 ,t)]  =  S^r\P , t ) .  Under the assumption that

Su p l |s M ( /M ) - .S < r)( / M ) l - 0
t  IV

in probability, and of log-concavity of the Cox full cohort partial likelihood, then under 

standard convergence conditions for Cox’s (1972) partial likelihood estimators, the MPPLE 

is consistent.

To examine the limiting distribution of the pseudo-score first note tha t

TTfa\ TT<a\ £ r S ^ (P ,U )
u m  -  u w  = g — fc - - gM « - 555^].

After some manipulation this difference can be shown to equal:

V 's  11 i V  rV 'r  ^ l)(/M i) R izj ( k ) \ y  ft
E 6' M -  - ! )  +  E  ~  )Y’ (t' )e 7 7 1}-

By interchanging the order of summation in the second sum, and evaluating all terms at

N =i 
i= i Pj

Wj = E [ f ^ _ s _ ^ m % ) e

and furthermore

the true parameter value /30, the second sum can be shown to equal where:

R i z j ( t j )  ^  S ^ \ ( 3 q , t j ) , , \ r Z j ( t j ) 0 n 

l=1 Pi S W W o 'U Y * '*  5(°)(/30,ti)
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Hence

N

U(D) -  u(/3) = £ (  1 -  -  6l3z, +  6l3dŝ f 0' ^ ]
3  =

If W? is defined to be:

then W j  —  W *  —► 0, in probability. 

Define Vj by

y

J S W tfo S i)

Under standard convergence conditions, iV_15(0)(/?, t) converges to a function bounded 

away from zero. Then Vj — V? —► 0 , in probability, where V)* is independent of the 

sampling, and is defined as

S w (P0,ti)v; =

Under regularity conditions,

3 SW(J30,ti)

N -iU W o )

and

N P
N - i u ( 0 o) +  N ~ i  £ (  1 -  - i ) ( W 7  -  S. jz j  +  S y V p  (4 .12)

1 = 1  pi

have the same limiting distribution. Furthermore it can be shown that the two terms in

(4.12) are uncorrelated.

The covariance of the first term of (4.12), the score, is S^r =  E{I((3Q)} , the information

matrix. Consider the covariance matrix of the second term of (4.12):

N P N  1 -
a n = cov[£u -  -i)(w ; -  «i &  + sv v/)] = e Y , ( w;  -  su zj + f -

,= i vi j= i Pi

Under the usual assumptions about convergence to positive semi-definite matrices, N ~ l H ^  — 

E and N _1A ^  —* A . If the usual Taylor expansion argument holds then TV 2 (J3 — (3) is ap

proximately normal with expectation zero and covariance matrix E _1 + E -1 A E -1 . Consis

tent estimators of E and A are respectively N ~ l l(j3) (where I {(3) is the pseudo-information
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matrix) and:
N

N ~ l  J 2  R i [ W i ( P )  -  S u Z i  +  S u V S ) ] ^
i= 1

1 ~Vi
p1

where

and

AP) S ^ i P ^ y  A l )  SQ H frti)

Vj (p) =
l W  S W & t j )

4.6 S im ulation S tu d y

A small simulation study was performed to illustrate the relative efficiency of the methods 

proposed in sections 4.3-4.5, and their dependence on features of the dataset. The data 

structure is simplified so that death without illness is removed. Thus all units become ill 

and then die. In all simulations the distribution of X  is uniform across the interval 0 to 

80, and the start of study recruitment is at time 80. Time 80 is also the end of study 

recruitment time so that recruitment occurs at one time point only. There is no end of 

follow-up, all recruited units are followed up till death. The variable Z  is a binary time- 

independent variable, and this defines two equally sized groups in the complete population. 

This may not be true in the recruited sample. The baseline hazard of illness is defined to 

be 0.03 over the time interval 0-30, and 0.04 after then. The baseline hazard of death after 

illness is defined to be either low, which is 0.06 on the interval 0-15 and 0.08 thereafter, or 

high which is 0.1 on the interval 0-15, and 0.13 thereafter. The simulation of the dataset 

is then further specified by the effect of Z  on the illness process, and on the death process, 

measured by log-hazard ratios (HR). The different scenarios then have different ratios of the 

number of cases recruited over the number of cases available for prevalent cohort analysis, 

which may be expected to have a key impact on relative efficiencies. This ratio is presented 

in the last column of Table 4.1, where the results are presented from 1000 simulations of 

each type.
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Columns 4-7 give the mean estimate of the log(HR) of Z  on the illness process. Note 

tha t there is no evidence of bias in any method. In columns 8-11 the standard deviations 

(s.d.) of the estimates of the log(HR) of Z  on the illness process are presented, and in 

columns 9-11 the relative efficiencies (R.E.) of the methods compared to the full likeli

hood are given. There is some loss of efficiency in the use of the pseudolikelihood, which 

in these simulations has relative efficiency in the range 84.5-90.5%. The semi-parametric 

pseudolikelihood approach is seen to have efficiency only slightly less than the param etric 

pseudolikelihood. The relative efficiency of the prevalent cohort analysis is substantially 

lower than the pseudolikelihood methods when the proportion of retrospective data  is high, 

since these da ta  are ignored. However when the proportion of retrospective data  is low 

the efficiency is comparable, indicating no benefit from recruitment of retrospective cases, 

unless full likelihood is used in analysis.

The performance of the variance estimators for the pseudolikelihood techniques is seen 

to  be acceptable. Since the recruitment probabilities are treated as fixed, there is some 

underestimation of the variance, but this is small. It can be seen in columns 12 and 13 of 

Table 4.1 th a t the mean values of the estimated standard error range from 95.1-102.0% of 

the observed standard deviation.

4 .7  E xam p le

As an example we consider data  from the UK Register of HIV Seroconverters, for which 

details can be found in UK Register of HIV Seroconverters Steering Committee (1996, 1998). 

This register contains da ta  on estim ated times of HIV seroconversion, times of first AIDS 

diagnoses, and times of death together with covariates such as age. D ata are censored at 

the end of 1994. We define a hypothetical study to include only data  from those people 

alive at the start of 1994, so tha t data  from those people in the UK register dying before 

this point in time are missing. D ata are also restricted to cases where the time between last
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HIV negative test and first HIV positive test is 36 months or less. Illness is here defined to 

be AIDS, the initiating event HIV seroconversion, and interest centres on the effect of age 

on time to AIDS.

Whilst the complete dataset consists of 961 cases, our hypothetical study dataset consists 

of 878 cases, of which 79 developed AIDS before 1/1/94, and a further 58 developed AIDS 

during 1994. 46 cases also died during 1994, of which 6 had no AIDS diagnosis.

We have fitted simple models to examine the effect of age at seroconversion on time to 

AIDS, using semi-parametric pseudolikelihood, and semi-parametric prevalent cohort analy

sis. For illustrative purposes, the only covariate in our models of the hazard of AIDS, and of 

death after AIDS is age at seroconversion. The estimates and confidence intervals from the 

methods are also compared with the estimate and interval derived by the standard maximum 

partial likelihood approach from the complete register dataset. All likelihood maximisation 

was performed in S-PLUS using the ‘nlminb’ function. The following subsections describe 

the models selected.

4.7 .1  M odelling Survival A fter A ID S

To model survival after first AIDS diagnosis, we use a proportional hazards model with the 

hazard following a piecewise constant form on the time intervals <400 days, and >400 days. 

As a covariate we select only age at seroconversion. For our hypothetical study dataset, 

using (4.8), we find a hazard ratio for an increase of one year in age at seroconversion to be 

1.0031.

4.7 .2  M odelling th e  Seroconversion T im e D istrib u tion

For the pseudolikelihood we need to model the distribution of seroconversion times, fx ( x ) .  

We select a model th a t assumes tha t f x  is independent of Z , and also th a t it takes a 

piecewise uniform form, on two time intervals, before and after 1/1/1990. This dichotomy 

is chosen on the basis of the complete register data, and the rate before 1/1/1990 is taken
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to be half that afterwards on the basis of the times of seroconversion in the register.

4.7.3 M odelling the Hazard of Illness

We use a proportional hazards model for the time from seroconversion to AIDS. We include a 

single time-independent covariate, age at seroconversion. The baseline hazard is unspecified, 

and we follow a semi-parametric approach.

4.7.4 R esults

Using the complete dataset, the semi-parametric estimate of the hazard ratio for each year 

of age at seroconversion is 1.048, with 95% confidence interval 1.033 - 1.064. The estimated 

recruitment probabilities for the pseudolikelihood range from 0.29 to 1. The MPPLE of the 

hazard ratio is 1.048, with estimated 95% confidence interval 1.030 to 1.066. The estimated 

hazard ratio from the prevalent cohort analysis is 1.023 with 95% confidence interval 0.994 

to 1.053.

The pseudolikelihood analysis has led to a confidence interval only slightly wider than 

that from the entire cohort, and substantially narrower than that from the prevalent cohort 

analysis. For this hypothetical example the benefit from recruiting retrospective cases is 

great. This is likely to be the case because whilst the proportion of retrospective cases is 

small (10%) the amount of person-years at risk of AIDS and the number of AIDS events 

are both much greater for the pseudolikelihood than for the prevalent cohort analysis. The 

validity of the estimated standard error for the MPPLE is addressed in the following section.

4.8 T he Effect o f E stim ation  o f th e  R ecruitm ent P robabilities  

on th e V ariance

As reported in section 4.6, the proposed variance estimators for the MPLEs and MPPLEs 

were seen to perform acceptably well in our simulation study. Nevertheless the proposed
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D ea th
H az.

log (H R ) 
illness

log (H R ) 
d e a th

s.d . % of s.d . 
(est. p a rs)

s.d .
-sem i

% o f s .d . 
(es t. p a rs)

low 0 -0.3 0.1178 97.0 0.1186 97.0
low 0 0 0.1206 99.6 0.1215 99.9
low -0.4 -0.3 0.1124 96.5 0.1137 96.6
low -0.4 0 0.1179 97.0 0.1199 96.6
low -1 -0.3 0.1185 98.6 0.1256 98.0
low -1 0 0.1199 96.2 0.1269 95.4
high 0 -0.3 0.1251 97.0 0.1255 97.4
high 0 0 0.1310 96.9 0.1314 96.8
high -0.4 -0.3 0.1276 97.4 0.1309 97.6
high -0.4 0 0.1268 99.0 0.1299 99.6
high -1 -0.3 0.1310 99.1 0.1399 99.6
high -1 0 0.1289 96.3 0.1406 96.6

Table 4.2 The reduction in variation when the recruitment probabilities are 
known: a simulation study

variance estimators are slightly deflated due to treating the recruitment probabilities as 

known. To further investigate this issue, 500 simulations were run alongside those reported 

in section 4.6. In these simulations MPLEs and MPPLEs were calculated based on ‘true’ 

recruitment probabilities, calculated from the known parameters of the death after illness 

process. The standard deviations of the estimates are presented in Table 4.2. The fifth and 

seventh columns present the standard deviations as a percentage of those observed when 

the recruitment probabilities were estimated, as presented in Table 4.1. The variance of 

the estimates when the recruitment probabilities are known is seen to be only slightly less 

than the variance when these probabilities were estimated. The standard deviations of the 

MPLEs and MPPLEs range from 95.4% to 99.9% of those observed when the recruitment 

probabilities are estimated. This is consistent with the results of the main simulation study 

and suggests that over the range of scenarios considered, the increase in the variability in 

the MPPLEs and MPLEs due to the estimation of the recruitment probabilities is minimal.

As another example, and to explore the adequacy of the estimated standard error for 

the MPPLE of the effect of age on the hazard of AIDS in our hypothetical study in section 

4.7, 500 further simulations were performed based on the example dataset. Values of the 

parameters of the death after AIDS process were simulated from a multivariate Normal 

distribution with the means taken as the MLEs and using the estimated covariance matrix.
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The vector of MLEs and the estimated covariance matrix are

f  0.003015 \  /  0.000308 -0.009090 -0.009971 \
-6.953 and -0.009090 0.327405 0.294506 ,

\  -6.307 j  \  -0.009971 0.294506 0.366412 )

where the first row and column refer to the log hazard ratio parameter, the second to the 

log baseline hazard for time < 400 days, and the third to time > 400 days. The function 

Tmultnorm’ described in the help for the function ‘rnorm’ was used to generate the random 

values of the parameters in S-PLUS. From each simulated set of parameters the recruitment 

probabilities of all the units in the hypothetical study were calculated and a semiparametric 

pseudolikelihood analysis performed. The standard deviation of the resulting estimates 

of the log hazard ratio from this variation in the recruitment probabilities was small but 

appreciable, and at 1.58 x 10-3 was 18% of the estimated standard error 8.76 x 10~3 used 

in section 4.7. This variance of the estimate as the recruitment probabilities vary and the 

time to illness data is fixed is asymptotically equal to the variance of the expectation of the 

estimate conditional on the recruitment probabilities. This latter term is the inflation factor 

required to obtain the unconditional variance of the estimate from the variance conditional 

on the recruitment probabilities.

An 18% inflation factor is clearly not of a magnitude that can be ignored, and represents 

a very different scenario to those of the main simulation study. The length of follow-up, at

one year, is not enough to estimate the parameters of the survival after illness process with

sufficient accuracy for this source of variability to be ignored. Nevertheless a clear benefit 

from the APC design arises, since the estimated standard error inflation factor (18%) is much 

smaller than the increase (69%) in the standard error from the use of the nested prevalent 

cohort. An alternative in such cases would be to use external information to estimate the 

recruitment probabilities. Typically such external information would be available, except 

where the survival after illness process depends on the covariates considered in the analysis 

of time to illness. In this hypothetical APC study, the effect of age at seroconversion on 

survival after AIDS is minimal, and data about survival after AIDS is abundant, so that a 

survival model could be formulated where the variance of the parameters could be considered
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to be negligible. W ith such external information, the variance estimators proposed in section 

4.5 would be considered appropriate. Where no such external information is available, then 

a jackknife or bootstrap procedure could be recommended for variance estimation.

4.9 D iscussion

The augmented prevalent cohort (APC) study design in which a sample of living patients 

is recruited, whether ill or not, is seen to be of practical use when interest centres on the 

time to illness. When interest centres on both time to illness and time from illness to 

death, then the APC design may be particularly appropriate. The benefit from an APC 

design arises primarily where the initiating event is well-defined, such as birth. In other 

studies extra assumptions may be required around the timing of the initiating event, the 

knowledge that the initiating event had occurred (e.g. the need to have had an HIV test), 

and the loss to follow-up process. This extra complexity and need for assumptions may 

be considered unacceptable. For this reason we did not proceed with the analysis of the 

MRC Collaborative Study of HIV Infection in Women, which was our original motivating 

example. Since the times of HIV seroconversion were unknown in this study, as in many 

other HIV studies, the times from entry to illness and entry to death have been taken as 

the outcomes of interest in analysis by other authors (Study Group, 1998).

The analysis of APC studies based on pseudolikelihood techniques has been shown to 

be feasible and relatively simple to implement. The variance estimators proposed may be 

considered appropriate when there is a substantial amount of information concerning sur

vival after illness within the study, or when appropriate external information is available. In 

other scenarios, the variance estimates should be compared with those from a jackknife or 

bootstrap procedure. The extra complexity of the full likelihood relative to the pseudolikeli

hood approaches is in most realistic scenarios unlikely to offset the rather modest efficiency 

gains. However when it is desired not to specify a model for the seroconversion times, a
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conditional likelihood can be used. On the basis of limited simulations (not presented) the 

drop in efficiency, relative to the full likelihood where a model is specified for seroconversion 

times, may be small.

Our simulation study and our example are indicative of the sort of gain that may be 

available from an APC study design relative to the corresponding nested prevalent cohort 

study, i.e. from recruiting those alive with the illness in addition to those alive without 

the illness. Note, however, that we have not compared the APC design with the prevalent 

cohort design with the same number of recruits. This comparison is likely to be complex, 

and the APC design may have greater efficiency in some contexts, but not in general.

The analysis of time to illness from an APC study inevitably requires more assumptions 

than the analysis of a prevalent cohort study. Hence an APC study could be considered 

preferable to the ‘nested’ prevalent cohort study only when the expected efficiency gain is 

substantial. Furthermore due to the extra assumptions required in the analysis of an APC 

study, an investigation of sensitivity to the assumptions and/or confirmatory evidence from 

a prevalent cohort analysis is desirable.
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Chapter 5

D iscussion

There axe conceptual similarities between non-ignorable non-response and outcome-based 

selection, and we have seen that techniques for the analysis of the two types of study 

have some overlap, notably in pseudolikelihood based techniques such as those developed in 

sections 4.5 and 3.3.3. There is, however, a natural difference in the emphasis of the analysis 

of the two study types. In studies with outcome-based selection, the selection mechanism is 

generally known or estimable, whereas in surveys non-ignorable non-response is something 

that may be suspected but without additional information or assumptions, its direction or 

magnitude cannot be estimated. Hence in the analysis of studies with outcome-dependent 

selection the goal would naturally be the direct estimation of the parameters of interest, with 

some attention paid to the impact of distributional assumptions. In the analysis of surveys 

where non-ignorable non-response is suspected, the focus of the analysis would naturally be 

an assessment of the sensitivity of the estimates to the assumptions made.

5.1 N on-ignorable N on-response

There are two main approaches to formulating a sensitivity analysis for the problem of 

non-ignorable non-response. The first approach consists of examining estimates from a 

range of models which provide adequate fits to the observed data (e.g. Baker and Laird, 

1988). The second approach involves specifying appropriate models for the data structure 

such that the strength of non-ignorability is determined by one or more parameters. The 

range of estimates obtained as these parameters vary over a range that might be considered



plausible for the study in question can be considered. For the case of item non-response 

to a continuous variable, Copas and Li (1997) develop an approach in which the degree 

of non-ignorability is determined by a single parameter. They then consider primarily the 

issue of sensitivity where the plausible range for the non-ignorability parameter is centred 

on zero, representing ignorable non-response. For the analysis of categorical data subject 

to non-response, Forster and Smith (1998) develop an approach where the degree of non- 

ignorability is determined by a group of parameters about which assumptions could be 

made. They suggest that a Bayesian approach is suitable, in which a prior distribution can 

be specified for each parameter. For their approach they state that a standard sensitivity 

analysis is in general impractical due to the large number of parameters. The response 

propensity method of chapter two could be described most naturally as an example of this 

second approach in tha t two parameters are introduced which determine the strength of 

non-ignorability. The method is specific to the analysis of surveys where item and unit 

non-response arise, as would generally be the case. The method takes full advantage of 

this data structure and the available information in formulating the assumptions about the 

unit non-responders. For a sensitivity analysis as proposed in section 2.6, plausible ranges 

for the two parameters are required. These ranges would be centred not at the values that 

represent ignorable non-response, but on the values that assign the same distribution for 

the unit non-responders as that imputed for the item non-responders. In all these methods 

the selection of prior distributions or of plausible ranges for the parameters to determine 

non-ignorability is clearly entirely subjective, and additional data would be of great value.

The issue of local sensitivity, i.e. sensitivity to very small departures from ignorability, 

may be of key interest in some cases, perhaps for example when interest centres on the 

relationship between two variables. In other cases, for example when interest centres on the 

prevalence of sensitive behaviours, the local sensitivity of key parameters to non-ignorable 

non-response is obviously high, by definition. Another potential aspect of a sensitivity 

analysis, which is described by Copas and Li (1997), is to examine what degree of non-



ignorability would cause a significant test result to become non significant.

A key benefit of the approach developed in chapter two arises from the fact that esti

mation proceeds by weighting the item responders. As is clear in chapter three this leads 

to natural extensions to complex sampling schemes and to all forms of regression analysis, 

and also to simplifications that do not require specialist knowledge, advanced programming 

skills or great computing time. As is also clear from the comparison with the approach of 

Baker and Laird (1988) in section 3.4, a weighting based procedure avoids boundary solu

tions. An advantage relative to other procedures that weight the non-responders, e.g. the 

method of Bartholomew (1961), might be considered to be tha t all available information 

can be used to formulate the hypotheses about the non-responders. The main disadvantage 

of the response propensity approach may be considered to be that it may only be applied to 

surveys where there is both item and unit non-response, and where information concerning 

the enthusiasm to participate of unit responders is available.

Future work in the field of analysis where non-ignorable non-response is suspected may 

follow either of the two broad approaches described. New methods such as the response 

propensity approach may be developed for specific scenarios. Methods may alternatively 

attempt to provide a general framework, where the strength of non-ignorability is controlled 

by a small number of readily interpretable parameters. W ith regard to the response propen

sity approach, further work is needed into the optimum method of formulating the response 

propensity score when there are several variables of interest, and how this may then best 

be applied in estimation.

The problem of non-ignorable non-response in surveys is not something tha t will be 

solved entirely by improving survey designs. Where the relationship between the variables 

of interest and non-response is broadly understood or at least strong suspicions exist, then 

strategies can be developed to combat the problem. For example if non-ignorable unit 

non-response is believed to occur because people with little or no experience of the subject 

matter of the survey feel that their opinions or experiences are of little interest, then the
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introduction to the survey might attem pt to reassure such people of their value to the 

researchers. Equally item non-response may be thought to be non-ignorable because those 

people with larger values (e.g. larger number of sexual partners in the last year) cannot 

accurately recall the required information, and so refuse to answer. In this case units can 

be encouraged to estimate values or place them into ranges if necessary. Another area for 

further research into survey design is the development of suitable measures of the enthusiasm 

to participate, a key component of the response propensity approach.

5.2 R esp on se-d ep en d en t Selection

In chapter 4 a study design which is termed the augmented prevalent cohort (APC) is 

considered. Whilst this design has been previously applied where interest centres on both 

the time to illness and the time from illness to death, the analysis of the time to illness has 

not involved those units who are ill before study entry. Where the proportion of such units 

is substantial, then a clear benefit from their incorporation into an analysis of time to illness 

is demonstrated. The approaches to the analysis of the time to illness from an APC study 

have some similarities with those developed for other studies where selection depends on the 

variables of interest. In such studies the full likelihood can in general be written as in section 

4.4, where the numerator of each un it’s contribution is the joint density of the variables, and 

the denominator is the probability of selection. Since the parameters of interest feature in 

both the numerator and denominator, the maximisation of such likelihoods is often complex. 

Furthermore since the form of all parts of the likelihood must be specified parametrically 

then mis-specification may be a serious problem. The advantage of full likelihood is maximal 

efficiency, and yet in many situations the disadvantages of the full likelihood have led to the 

development of alternative techniques. The aim of such techniques then is to be at least 

asymptotically unbiased, simpler to implement and yet without a great loss of efficiency 

relative to full likelihood. The issue of fewer assumptions may also be a motivation for
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alternative methods.

For perhaps the most commonly applied study design featuring response-based selection, 

the case-control study of epidemiology, straightforward analysis is possible based on a logistic 

model for the variable of interest. Indeed this a major reason for the popularity of the design. 

The regression parameter representing the effect of covariates on the odds of being a case 

can be estimated by treating the sample as a prospective sample (i.e. selection based on 

covariates, not whether case or control), as described by Farewell (1979) and Prentice and 

Pyke (1979). For the prevalent cohort study, analysis may also proceed in a straightforward 

manner by truncating the time to illness at entry, as described in section 4.3, and in greater 

detail by Wang et al. (1993).

However in many cases, such simple approaches are not available, and this would seem to 

be the case with the APC study design, and also with a variety of studies based on two-stage 

sampling schemes, and other cohort study designs such as the case-cohort. Furthermore, 

even with the case-control design, once this is extended to incorporate stratification, and if 

models other than the logistic are fitted, then maximum likelihood based approaches become 

much more complicated (Scott and Wild, 1997). Pseudolikelihood based techniques have 

been developed for many response-based selection problems, and that developed in chapter 4 

can be seen as a relatively natural extension of these methods to the APC study design. The 

pseudolikelihood developed in chapter 4 could be described as a weighted pseudolikelihood 

as could those developed by Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988) and Samuelsen (1997), and 

this seems the most natural for the APC design. A key difference however between the 

APC study and other designs considered such as the nested case-control and case-cohort, 

is that in the APC design the recruitment probabilities need to be estimated. This leads to 

additional complications for the variance estimation under the pseudolikelihood approaches. 

The work in chapter 4 suggests tha t for the APC design, the variance estimators proposed 

which ignore the variability due to the estimation of the recruitment probabilities may often 

be acceptable. However where there is little information concerning survival after illness
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within the study, and little appropriate external information available, then the jackknife 

could be recommended for variance estimation.

Work by Lawless et al. (1999) demonstrates that under some study designs various forms 

of pseudolikelihood may be available, and the variability in efficiency can be quite large. 

For the analysis of related designs to the APC, e.g. where marginal information is available, 

a different form of pseudolikelihood may be more appropriate. Furthermore the possibility 

of developing iterative procedures to maximise the full likelihood may be available, and 

Scott and Wild (1997) develop such a procedure based on a pseudolikelihood method. Fur

ther work into methods to maximise full likelihoods may increase the applicability of this 

approach, and in some cases remove the need for psuedolikelihood based methods.

Selection based on the variable of interest can provide dramatically greater efficiency than 

other study designs. Whilst the case-control and choice-based sampling designs provide a 

natural approach to cross-sectional studies, and designs for cohort studies are relatively 

well developed, many more designs may be developed in the future. Pseudolikelihood based 

techniques of analysis provide a very flexible approach to modelling data from studies with 

response-based selection. Much work remains to determine the relative efficiency of these 

methods, comparing different approaches to formulating pseudolikelihoods and comparing 

these methods with alternatives. For example, Samuelsen (1997) recently advocated the 

use of the weighted pseudolikelihood technique in the analysis of nested case-control stud

ies, in preference to standard techniques. Further work in the field of pseudolikelihood 

based techniques might focus on developing the robustness of such techniques to model 

mis-specification. Where the recruitment probabilities must be estimated, as in the APC 

study design, further work may be directed to the development of variance estimators that 

are easy to implement and yet reflect all the sources of variability.
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